“About Pro
Workshop Gear.”
Pro Workshop Gear has been in
the automotive service and repair
industry since 1998.

• Ph. 1300 082 002
• Email: sales@proworkshopgear.com.au
• www.proworkshopgear.com.au
*************************************************************
Thank you for ordering your FREE Product & Price Guide. As
promised, you will discover more about…

“Getting Everything You Need To Fit Out Your Automotive
Service Workshop With Pro Workshop Gear.”
Hi! It’s Pro Workshop Gear here. We've been fielding some fantastic
questions from car repair workshops, automotive tool and equipment
suppliers, truck repair workshops and others about our automotive workshop
equipment, which has been fantastic!
One of the best questions asked was:

Why Choose Pro Workshop Gear Over Other Service Workshop
Equipment Suppliers?
If you have any experience looking for and
buying equipment for your workshop, you
already know there’s no shortage of retailers
and wholesalers around the corner or the
world.

For the past ten years, Pro
Workshop Gear, in conjunction with
Jackaroo automotive workshop
equipment and Twin Busch, have
been distributing tools and
automotive service workshop
equipment to workshops across
Australia with great success.

The Pro Workshop Gear
purpose and mission
Because Pro Workshop Gear
operates in the automotive servicing
and repair industry, we understand
what you need your workshop
hoists, service jacks and all the
other equipment in your automotive
workshop to do.
We also understand why you need
automotive servicing equipment,
what you expect from it and that you
want a return on investment from it
as well.

That said, here are a few benefits that
Pro Workshop Gear offers that many
other services do not:
• Three exclusive warranty codes – We’re the only service we know of where
you receive three warranty codes. Code 1 entitles you to receive a ten-year
warranty on all steel frame products and a 3-year warranty on hydraulic,
pneumatic and mechanical parts, plus a 2-year warranty on electric, electronic, &
battery parts.
Code 2 – Guarantees you a 2-year complete warranty on repairs or replacement.
Code 3 – Includes a 1-year standard warranty, repair or replacement.
Of course, these are just some of the benefits, which you can find out more
about in the following pages. Enjoy your product guide and please don't
hesitate to contact us for further information.

There are many things we’re proud
of here, and there’s a lot more to
our story than this, which we look
forward to sharing with you when
you contact us for further
information.

All the best,
The Pro Workshop Gear team
“The Masters of Modern Automotive Workshop Equipment”
P.S. If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive workshop
equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or performance, please contact us
ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please contact us
on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

“Seven Benefits of Pro Workshop Gear.”
With a comprehensive range of the latest automotive workshop equipment to
choose from, Pro Workshop Gear in conjunction with Jackaroo and Twin Busch
set a new standard in how your workshop will operate and function.
From washing tanks to automotive post lift hoists to tire
service equipment, we serve a large sector of businesses
in the automotive service and repair industry and are well
known for our quality products and premium personal
service.

Pro Workshop Gear provides many benefits to
you, which include:
1. Save Thousands Or More Buying Direct – We
supply all our automotive servicing equipment directly,
so you receive the benefit of saving thousands or tens of thousands of dollars compared to
buying the same or similar automotive workshop service equipment retail. Buying direct
benefits, you, because you can reduce your automotive workshop equipment purchasing
costs and keep more cash flow in your business, all without sacrificing the performance or
the quality of the equipment you purchase.
2. Three codes of exclusive warranty services
Code 1 – This entitles you to receive a ten-year warranty on all steel frame products
a 3-year warranty on hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical parts, and you also receive 2-year
warranty on electric and battery parts.
Code 2 – 2-year complete warranty on repairs or replacement.
Code 3 – Includes 1-year standard warranty, repair or replacement.
3. Quality Assurance Process & Testing – Every pole hoist, tyre alignment and automotive
workshop equipment we sell must pass a stringent testing and quality assurance process from
start to finish. This guarantees you receive premium quality workshop equipment and the
integrity of our service and products are of the highest standard.
4. Optional Five-Year Maintenance & Scheduled Tailor-Made Servicing Package – We
pride ourselves on making the process of buying the equipment for your automotive workshop
easy and profitable for the long term. To support this, you can take advantage of tailor-made
maintenance and scheduled servicing package and pricing for five years upon request and
subject to the automotive equipment products you purchase.

5. Optional Extended Warranties – Pro Workshop Gear believes in the automotive workshop
equipment we supply to you, which is why you can receive extended warranties on a range of
our automotive servicing equipment for peace of mind. Upon
request and subject to which products you require, we might be
able to offer an extended warranty.
6. We Use The Same Automotive Service Equipment We Sell –
An additional benefit many of our customers value is that Pro
Workshop Gear use the very same hoists, tyre service
equipment and other automotive repair and diagnostic
equipment in our automotive workshop as well. So we know
the quality and capabilities of our automotive service
workshop equipment that will benefit your business day after day
by saving time and being safer.
7. Quality that proves its worth time and time again – With Pro Workshop Gear and the
exclusive range of Jackaroo and Twin Busch automotive service workshop equipment, you can
rest assured our products are the highest quality and guaranteed to improve your business's
performance, technology, customer service and profit margins.

Additional benefits you’ll receive from Pro Workshop Gear include:
• The complete service – Pro Workshop Gear supplies the entire service and can provide
every piece of automotive and truck workshop you can think of, so you save time and
money.
• Find it for your service – Our comprehensive range of automotive workshop equipment
is always updating to meet our customers’ needs. So, in the event you cannot see the
automotive workshop equipment you need, we can source it for you using our extensive
network of automotive equipment suppliers. You’ll still be buying direct and saving your
time, energy and money.
• Expert advice – Being involved in the automotive industry since 1998, it gives you peace
of mind and that Pro Workshop Gear know the automotive workshop and service industry
and our equipment inside and out.
• Product Demonstrations available on request – Another benefit you can receive from
Pro Workshop Gear is that we’re happy to give you a demonstration of the workshop
equipment you’ve bought, which some customers take advantage of, and others do not.
This choice is entirely up to you.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment range
today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.

If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

1 Post Hoists
1-post lift - 2.5 tonnes
Portable (TW 125 M)
Description:
• 1 post lift 2.5 tonnes - Portable - Ultra - Mobile
• New 2018 Model TW 125 M Ultra. Ultralow, has a height of only
85mm and an arm clearance of 90mm, making it the lowest 1 post lift available.
• Ideal for small spaces, as it can be moved as easy as a hand lift truck and can be on
any sufficiently solid, levelled floor.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• One-post lift incl. power unit
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic cylinder for powerful lifting
• Adjustable lifting pads
• Telescopic lifting arms
• Mechanical safety-locks
• Manual safety lock release
• Special rolled section columns
• Aluminium-motor with 24 V -Control box
• Column chain guard

Technical Data:
• Lifting capacity 2500 kg
• Max lifting height 1830-1930 mm
• Low lifting point 90 mm
• Power supply 230 V
• Motor power 2,2 kW
• Fuse protection 16 A
• Weight 720 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

1-post lift - 2.5 tonnes –
Fixed (TW 125 F)
Description:
• Fixed one-post lift
• For use in tight spaces. Ideal for body work, paint
shops and every day workshop use.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. Power unit
• Heavy duty anchor bolts (10 pcs.)
• Instruction manual
• Examination book and CE-Certificate
Features:
• 1A Quality built with CE-Certificate
• Manufactured in accordance to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic cylinder for powerful lifting
• Adjustable lifting pads
• Telescopic lifting arms
• Mechanical safety-locks
• Manual safety lock release
• Special rolled section columns
• Aluminium-motor with 24 V –Control box
• Column chain guard

Tech Data:
• Lifting capacity 2500 kg
• Lifting height max. 1830-1930
mm
• Lowest lifting point 115 mm
• Lifting, lowering time (approx.)
35/30 sec.
• Power supply 230 V
• Motor power 2,2 kW
• Fusing 16 A / type C
• Weight (approx.) 720 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

2 Post Lift 3.6 t - Profi-Line
TW 236 PE
Description:
• The Profi-line lift is the perfect model for professional
beginners, with automatic safety release locks and a
high-quality powder coating.
• It features automatic safety latch locking and unlocking,
adjustable rotary supports, high quality powder coating
and extremely flat floor plate (only 30 mm). The Profi-Line lifts
everything from the Smart car to heavy vans.
Clear floor option available
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Two-post lift incl. power unit
• Extension bolts (10 pcs.)
• Bracket for extension adapter
• Door protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-certificate
Features:
• Excellent workmanship with the CE certificate for the UVV safety test
• Produced according to ISO 9001
• New: anti-lift-up-button
• New: 230 V socket

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rotary lifting plates with thread protection
Emergency lowering in case of power cut
High quality special profile supporting posts
Double cylinders for strong and stable lifting
Automatic arm locking device
Synchronous lifting due to the steel cables
Quality powder coating
Extra flat telescopic lifting arms for sport cars
Practical storage bracket for two extension adapters
NEW: motor cover included, stylish design, dust protection and noise reduction

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

3600 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 mm/Ad 2080

Lowest lifting point

96 mm

Lifting, lowering time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400 V / 3 Phase

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A / type C

Weight (approx.)

630 kg

2 Post Lift 4.2 t Profi-Line
TW 242 PE
Description:
• The Profi-line lift is the perfect model for professional
use, with automatic safety release locks and a highquality powder coating.
• Adjustable double threaded support pads and an
extremely flat floor plate of only 30mm.
• Practical holder bracket for the extension adapters on each post.
Clear floor option available
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Two-post lift incl. power unit and motor cover
• Transporter adapters (4 pcs.)
• Extension bolts (10 pcs.)
• Bracket for extension adapter
• Door protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-certificate

Features:
• Excellent workmanship with the CE certificate for the UVV safety test
• Produced according to ISO 9001
• New: anti-lift-up-button
• New: 230 V socket
• Rotary lifting plates with thread protection
• Emergency lowering in case of power cut
• High quality special profile supporting posts
• Double cylinders for strong and stable lifting
• Automatic arm locking device
• Synchronous lifting due to the steel cables
• Quality powder coating according to DIN 55633
• Extra flat telescopic lifting arms for sport cars
• Practical storage bracket for two extension adapters
• New: motor cover included, stylish design, dust protection and noise reduction

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4200 kg

Max lifting height

1900 mm / Ad 2080

Low lifting point

96 mm

Lifting / lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16A

Weight

650 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

2 Post Lift 4.2 t - BASIC
LINE TW 242 A
Description:
• The ideal starter model with a TOP price performance ratio.
• Our starter model is now better than ever, with 2
height adjustable lifting pads and a very low driveover (only 35 mm).
• With our Basic-line lift, it is possible to lift anything from a Smart car to a small
transporter.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
•
Lift incl. Power unit
•
Heavy duty anchor bolts (10 pcs.)
•
Rubber door protectors
•
English instruction manual
•
Examination book and CECertificate

•
•
•
•
•
•

Features
•
1A Quality built with CE-Certificate
•
Manufactured in accordance to ISO
9001
• Mechanical safety locking mechanism
High quality special profile supporting posts
2 hydraulic cylinders for powerful lifting and lowering
Automatic arm-locking system
Steel cable synchronization
Dual manual unlocking
Telescopic lifting arms

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4200 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 mm/Ad 2050

Lowest lifting point

96 mm

Lifting, lowering time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

230 V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A / type C

Weight (approx.)

600 kg

2 Post Lift 4.2 t - BASIC LINE
Automatic TW 242 E
Description:
• The ideal starter model with a TOP price - performance
ratio.
• The Basic Line lift in electromagnetic version 4200 kg
load capacity.
• Automatic unlockable safety latches, adjustable lifting pads,
high-quality powder coating and flat bridge plate (only 35 mm). With the
electromagnetic Basic Line, you can lift everything from Smart cars to vans.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. Power unit
• Heavy duty anchor bolts (10 pcs.)
• Rubber door protectors | English instruction manual
• Examination book and CE-Certificate
Features:
• 1A Quality built with CE-Certificate
• Manufactured in accordance to ISO 9001
• Automatic safety-lock release
• Rotary lifting plates with thread protection
• Emergency lowering in case of power cut
• High quality special profile supporting posts
• 2 Hydraulic cylinders for powerful lifting and lowering
• Automatic arm-locking system
• Quality powder coating

•
•

Steel cable synchronization
Extra flat telescopic lifting arms for sport cars

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4200 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 mm/Ad 2050

Lowest lifting point

96 mm

Lifting, lowering time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

230 V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A / type C

Weight (approx.)

600 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

BASIC-Line Lift – 4.2 t BASIC LINE - Garage
Model TW 242 G
Description:
• Recommended for garages with limited space and
low ceilings.
• With a 3-meter width and a post height of 2.32 meters,
it is perfect for normal garages.
• Adjustable lifting pads and a flat floor plate of 35 cm.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions
• Lift incl. Power unit
• Heavy duty anchor bolts (10 pcs.)
• Rubber door protectors
• English instruction manual
• Examination book and CE-Certificate
Features
• 1A Quality built with CE-Certificate
• Manufactured in accordance to ISO 9001
• Width only 3 m
• Post height 2,32 m
• Lifting height 1,60 m
• Perfect for normal garages
• Mechanical safety locking mechanism
• High quality special profile supporting posts
• 2 Hydraulic cylinders for powerful lifting and lowering
• Automatic arm-locking system

•
•
•

Steel cable synchronization
Dual manual unlocking
Telescopic lifting arms

Tech Data:

Lifting capacity

4200 kg

Lifting height max.

1600 mm/Ad 1740

Lowest lifting point

96 mm

Lifting, lowering time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

230 V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A / type C

Weight (approx.)

540 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment
range today.
For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please contact
us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

2 Post Lifts - Electromagnetic
- HEAVY LINE TW 250
Description:
• With 5.0 t lifting capacity and 3-stage telescopic arms, the lift
enables to lift a wide range of vehicles safely from small
passenger cars (like a Smart car) up to lightweight vans
(like the MB Sprinter, motorhome).
• Practical holder bracket for the extension adapters on
each post.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Two-post lift incl. power unit and Motor-Cover
• Height adapter (4 pcs.)
• Bracket for extension adapter
• Extension bolts (12 pcs.)
• Door protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-Certificate
• Oil not included – can be optionally ordered
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• New: Anti-Lift-Up-button
• New: 230 V socket
• Column cover
• Electrical release

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency lowering valve by power blackout
Special rolled section column
2 hydraulic cylinders for strong lifting and lowering
Automatic arm locking device
Synchronisation through steel ropes
3 stage telescopic arms
Practical storage bracket for two extension adapters
NEW: motor cover included, stylish design, dust protection and noise reduction

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

5000 kg

Max lifting height

1900 mm/Ad 2080

Low lifting point

112 mm

Lifting/lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400V / 3 Phase

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16 A

Weight

970 kg

2-Post-Lift - Electromagnetic Clear Floor - HEAVY LINE TW 250
B4.5
Description:
• This professional Lift has a lifting capacity of 5,0t and 3
stage telescopic lifting arms enabling you to lift anything
from a small car, a transporter or a camper with a long
wheelbase.
• Automatic safety lock release system, height adjustable
turning plates with twist protection and transporter adapters, clear floor, limit switch
• 2 hydraulic cylinders for powerful lifting and lowering.
• Suitable for cars and transporters. With a height of 4450 mm you can lift vehicles
like a Fiat Ducato H2 (high roof) or a Mercedes Sprinter (Regular roof) completely.
• Practical holder bracket for the extension adapters on each post.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. power unit and motor-cover
• Transporter adapter (4 Stck.)
• Bracket for extension adapter
• Heavy duty anchor bolts (12 Stck.)
• Door protection
• Instruction manual (German)
• CE-Certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included

Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• New: anti-lift-up-button
• New: 230 V socket
• 2 Hydraulic cylinders for less abrasion
• Turning Plates with twist protection
• Automatic safety lock-release system
• Column covers
• Special rolled columns
• 2 Hydraulic cylinders for powerful lifting and lowering
• Automatic arm-locking system
• Synchronised by steel wires
• 3-stage telescopic lifting arms
• High-quality Powder coating
• Height: 4450 mm
• Practical storage bracket for two extension adapters
• NEW: motor cover included, stylish design, dust protection and noise reduction

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

5000 kg

Max lifting height

1900 mm/Ad 2080

Low lifting point

112 mm

Lifting/lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400V / 3 Phase

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16 A

Weight

1070 kg

Jackaroo 3.5 t S2PL-2-35, 2
Post Lift
Description:
• Double sides manual release floor plate
• Whole design suitable for tire dismounting, chassis
repair, oil changes, auto precheck etc. (suitable for
common auto repair shop, auto service station)

Dimensions:

Optional:

Technical Data:
• Overall bending structure carriage, new structure stiffening plate
• Arm is made of 2 parts, front arm is short, and rear arm is long, suitable for
vehicles with different wheelbase.
• International famous oil seal ring reduce oil leakage rate, advanced power unit.
• Four protections: oil pipe explosion-proof valve, mechanical lock, hydraulic selflock, arm self-help lock.
• High strength structure design, full compliance with CE standard
• Lifting height up to 1900mm, drive-through clearance is 2500mm

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo S2PL-2-40B, 2 post
Lift 4.0t

Dimensions:

Optional
• Height adapters
• Tool tray
Features & benefits:
• Dupont powder coating
• Cylinder limit switch to better protect the cylinder and extend service life
• Overall bending structure carriage, new structure stiffening plate

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

CE certificated pump station
Aluminium motor power for reduced noise and better heat dissipation
Interchangeable front and rear asymmetrical arm, suitable for cars with different
wheel base. Saves space (arms can be put on the same side so cars run in more
conveniently).
Whole bend structure carriage, new structure stiffening plate
Arm is made of 2 parts, front arm is short, and rear arm is long. Suitable for
vehicles with different wheelbase.
International famous oil seal ring reduces oil leakage rate. Advanced power unit
Four protections: oil pipe explosion-proof valve, mechanical lock, hydraulic selflock, arm self-help lock
High strength structure design, complies with CE standard
Lifting height up to 1900mm, drive through clearance is 2500mm.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo S2PL-2-45KC, 2
Post 4.5t Clear Floor Lift
Description:
• Adjustable width and height with electric unlocking
• The whole design is suitable for tyre assembly, chassis
checking and maintenance, oil changing, vehicle
checking, etc.
• Perfect for maintenance and repairs of heavy vehicles,
wide wheel base vehicle in service station and garage.

Dimensions:

Optional:
• Height adaptor
• Toe protection
• Cylinder curtain
• Toolbox

Features & benefits:
• Dupont powder coating
• CE certificated pump station
• Aluminium motor power for reduced noise and better heat dissipation
• Interchangeable front and rear asymmetrical arm, suitable for cars with different
wheel base, saves more space (arms can be put on the same side, cars run in
more conveniently.
• Electric release, adjustable width and height
• Asymmetrical arms with three parts
• Carriage limit switch
• Whole bend structure carriage, new structure stiffening plate beautiful and strong.
• With short and long 3-step arms in front and rear for lifting long wheel base and
heavy vehicles.
• Width can be extended to 2830mm. Height can be extended from 3900mm to
4250mm for lifting vehicles with big wheel base and high chassis. Steel rope
diameter is 11mm. Very safe for heavy vehicles.
• Global famous seals decrease leaking oil.
• Top grade power unit
• Electric and air connecting unit, convenient for use of electric tools.
• Four safety protection: anti-explosion oil pipe, automatic attracting electromagnet,
self-lock hydraulic cylinder, self-lock arms

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

4 post hoists
4 Post Lift - TW 445
Description:
• Electro-hydraulic four post parking lift.
• Can lift everything from passenger cars to transporters.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Four post lift incl. motor unit
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-certificate
• Optional: turntables
• Optional: central jack (2 t / pneumatic)
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Lifting capacity 4500 kg
• CE-certificate
• IP 54 control box with 24V control unit
• 24V limit switch
• Hydraulic overflow valve
• Vehicle rollback protection
• Settle beam for entire lifting height
• Slack rope and cable break device
• Rear sliding plates
• Foot protection

•
•
•

Acoustic warning signal
Maximum wheel base for the alignment: 3700 mm
Maximum wheel base for the lift: 4100 mm

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4500 kg

Max lifting height

1850 mm

Runway length

4510 mm

Runway width

536 mm

Min height

126 mm

Lifting/lowering time

50 sec.

Power supply

400V/3 Phase

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16 A

Weight

1400 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Axle Free Jack For 4Column-Lift TW 445W
Description:
• With adjustable socket
• The ideal addition to your 4-post lift
• Lifting capacity: 2 T
• Can be moved individually by tracks onto your 4
post & scissor lift
Dimensions:

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jacking Beam For 4-Post
Lift Park TW436PW
Description:
• The perfect accessory for your Park lift
• Does not fit to the model TW 445
Dimensions:

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo S4PL-S4019, 4
Post 4.0t Service Lift
Description:
• Manual release.
• The overall design is suitable for four-wheel alignment,
body check, vehicle maintenance service

Dimensions:

Optional:
• Pneumatic jacking beam

Features & benefits:
• Rolling jacks and side slipping plate
• 5mm steel plate columns; 8mm steel plate beams, with one-piece shear bending
technology for stronger lifting capacity.
• Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly easier.
• Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
• Wide security protections, the steel wire has a break-proof lock; wire rope has been
put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue safety tests. Provides better
protection for equipment usage.
• Long platform design, suitable for alignment service requests.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
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Jackaroo S4PL-S5019B, 4
Post Lift Electric Unlocking
Description:
• CE Certificated, this lift design is suitable for
alignment, and general car repairs

Dimensions:

Optional:
• Pneumatic jacking beam

Features & benefits:
• Steel rope safety lock pulley
• Electrical box overall design use injection moulding
• Electrical box bottom with dedicated routes hole
• Injection mould dust cover
• Aluminium motor pump with good thermal performance, long usage life
• 5mm column steel plate; 8mm beam steel plate, with bending technology for
stronger lifting capacity.
• Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly easier.
• Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
• Wide security protections, the steel wire has a break-proof lock; wire rope has
been put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue safety tests. Provides better
protection for equipment usage.
• All oil hoses are hidden and protected under platform. Jacking beams system
comes with two control modes.
• Equipped with electric rolling jack, quieter, faster lifting.
• This lift design is suitable for alignment, and general car repairs.
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Scissor lifts
Double Scissors Lift - 3.0t, TW
SA-19
Description:
• The double scissors lift is perfect for easy mounting.
• Ultra-flat construction allows lifting of very low-built sports
cars. Twin-hydraulic cylinders on both sides and a tiplever-system for strong lifting.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Scissor lift incl. power unit
• Rubber
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• CE-stop and signal alarm during the final lowering phase
• Twin-hydraulic cylinders on both sides
• Hydraulic synchronization
• Automatic safety-lock and unlock

•
•
•
•
•

No connection between both platforms
Tip-lever-system for strong lifting
Top quality and massive construction
Signal sound (foot protection)
Emergency lowering

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

3000 kg

Max lifting height

1870 mm

Low lifting point

110 mm

Lifting/lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400V / 3 Phase

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A

Weight (approx.)

500 kg
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Low Rise Scissor Lift TWS10
Description:
• 1000 mm lifting height.
• Ideal for tyre service, painting and body work. With
electromagnetic release, no compressed air supply is
required.
• The platform can be lengthened by locking the drive
on ramps. Optional practical mobile kit is available.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. power unit
• Rubber blocks
• CE-certificate

•
•
•
•

Instruction manual (English)
Examination book and CE-certificate
Oil not included – can be purchased separately
Car not included

Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Low drive over height
• Mechanical synchronisation
• High quality solid construction
• Two powerful hydraulic cylinders
• Automatic safety lock
• Pneumatic release system
• Acoustic warning signal (foot protection)
• Foot protection

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

3000 kg

Lifting height max.

1000 mm

Drive on height

110 mm

Lifting, lowering time (approx.)

20/20 sec.

Power supply

400 V / 230 V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A

Weight (approx.)

500 kg

Scissor Lift - 4.0 t –
Over Floor TW SA-40-V
Description:
• The drive-on TW SA-40-V2 scissor lift for surface mounting
has an ultra-flat construction (only 200 mm in height)
and is therefore also ideally suited for sports cars.
• The integrated wheel free lift allows the complete
vehicle (car) to be lifted with all four wheels free for
wheel alignment, a ratchet system for positioning in the
safety catches.
• Furthermore, the TW SA-40-V2 is also ideally suited as a service lift.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. power unit
• Axle free jack
• Rubber blocks
• Sliding plates
• 6 cover plates (turntable is optional)
• Instruction manual (English)
• Examination book
• CE certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• CE stop and signal tone when lowering (foot protection)
• Hydraulic synchronous control (cylinder sequence principle)
• Automatic safety-lock-release system
• High quality solid construction
• Wheel free lift with extensions for a longer lifting area
• Emergency lowering valve
• Compressed air of 4-8 bar

•

Ramp with anti-roll off safety

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4000 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 + 450mm

Platform L./W.

5000/660 mm

Lifting time (approx.)

20/20 sec.

Power supply

400 V / 3 Phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A

Weight (approx.)

2450 kg

Jackaroo, In-Ground
Mounted
Description:
• CE Certificated full rise scissor lift, mounted in-ground
• The overall design is very suitable for dismounting tires,
chassis repair, oil change and general maintenance

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Super heavy duty, no deformation, high precision synchronization
• Mounted in-ground, the overall height is 340mm
• Imported hydraulic seals for a very reliable system;
• Hydraulic and mechanical safety device
• Platform is adjustable, single side extended standard configuration (maximum length
1760mm), Model SXJS3018D double side extended (maximum length 1980mm)
• Lifting height up to 1800mm, suitable for operation by taller people
• When the lift is lowered, alarm ensures the safety of operators.
• Limit switch provides long-term security and stability to equipment.

Jackaroo SSL-S3019 Low
Profile Full Rise Small
Scissor Lift
Description:
• CE Certificated Low profile full rise small scissor lift
• The overall design is perfect for quick repairs, low
profile vehicles.
• Dedicated shelf optional, convenient for lifting high chassis vehicles. Ultra-thin
design.
• Drive-on ramp

Dimensions:

Optional:
• Frame height adaptor
Features & benefits:
• Minimum height is only 110mm, suitable for on ground installation
• Main platform length is 1430mm, extended up to 2000mm
• Scissor arms use International Standard solid steel Q345
• Dual-circuit design makes it more stable and secure
• Maximum height is 1900mm, dedicated shelf optional to meet different customers'
needs
• Control system uses printing PCB and Siemens electrical parts, stable
performance
• Automatic mechanical lock
• Rubber pads for protection
• Photocell levelling security sensor

Jackaroo SSL-S3010 Low
Profile MID-RISE Scissor Lift
Description:
• CE Certificated, overall design is perfect for quick tyre
replacement and motor oil.

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Minimum height is only 110mm, suitable for on ground installation
• Main platform length is 1500mm, extended up to 2080mm
• Imported hydraulic seals make the system very reliable; Scissor arms use International
Standard solid steel Q345
• Maximum height is 1000mm, dedicated shelf optional, meets different customers'
needs
• Mobile model available , SXJS3010M
• Especially designed for quick tyre service and vehicle repair
• Foot protection design and 24V voltage control, provide comprehensive protection

Alignment Lift
Scissor Lift - 4.0 t - Over
Floor TW SA-40-V
Description:
• The drive-on TW SA-40-V2 scissor lift for surface
mounting has an ultra-flat construction (only 200 mm in
height) and is therefore also ideally suited for sports
cars.
• The integrated wheel free lift allows the complete vehicle to be lifted with all four
wheels free for alignment, a ratchet system for positioning in the safety catches.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. Power unit
• Axle free jack
• Rubber blocks
• Sliding plates
• 6 cover plates (turntable is optional)
• Instruction manual (English)
• Examination book
• CE certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included

Features and benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• CE-stop and signal tone when lowering (foot protection)
• Hydraulic synchronous control (cylinder sequence principle)
• Automatic safety-lock-release system
• High quality solid construction
• Wheel free lift with extensions for a longer lifting area
• Emergency lowering valve
• Compressed air of 4-8 bar
• Ramp with anti-roll off safety

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4000 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 + 450 mm

Platform L./W.

5000/660 mm

Lifting time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400 V / 3 Phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A

Weight (approx.)

2450 kg

PROFI Platform Scissor Lift 5.5 t TW SA - 55
Description:
• Lifting capacity up to 5500 kg, one of our more powerful
lifts, for large transporters, campers and of course for
cars.
• Perfect for all servicing work and including axle alignment.
Integrated sliding plates and front recesses for turntables.
• The play tester is also included. Turntables are available as an option .
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift including power unit
• Heavy duty retaining bolts
• Slide plates
• Play tester
• Optional: turntables
• Optional: Axle lifter (3 t / pneumatic)
• Optional: Drive on ramps for on floor mounting
• CE certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features and benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001

•
•
•
•
•

CE stop and warning signal when lowering
Hydraulic levelling system for the synchronization
Acoustic warning signal when lowering (Foot protection)
Automatic safety lock and release (Compressed air required)
Runways with drive on ramps and roll off protection

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

5500 kg

Lifting height max.

1750 mm

Platform L./W.

In floor ( 0 mm )

Lifting time (approx.)

75/55 sec.

Power supply

400 V / 3 Phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16 A

Weight (approx.)

2760 kg

Jackaroo BA-SAL35DL

Description including technical data:
Alignment Scissor Lift
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift weight: 3500kg
Runway length: 4500mm
Runway Width: 600mm
Within the runway Distance: 870mm
Lifting height: 1850mm
Secondary Lifting height: 500mm
Min height: 330mm
Power supply: 380V/220V
Raising time: 12sec
Motor Power: 2.2kw

Dimensions:
• Machine size: 4500 x 2070 x 1850 (lift to max height) mm
• Package Size: 4600 x 620 x 340mm 2pcs
• 560 x 420 x 1040mm 1pcs
• 610 x 320 x 420mm 1pcs
Standard Inclusions:
• Platform 4.5m length - 2pcs
• Control box - 1pcs
• Accessory Box - 1pcs
Features & benefits:
• Control box with self-diagnosis function to easily find the problem point

•
•

All electronic components can be bought from local hardware workshop
Control box voltage: 24V/DC not AC, safe for operation
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Jackaroo SSAL-S4023

Description:
Full Rise Alignment Scissor Lift
•
•

Jackaroo brand CE Certificated Full rise alignment scissor lift (turntable not
included)
Saving customer space, it is suitable for wheel alignment shop with floor space
shortage and for new users

Dimensions:

Optional:
• Surface mount ramp
• Chassis LED light
Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•

Automatic warning alerts.
New side slips keeping tyres at their most natural position, so makes the
measurement more accurate
Rectangular tube steel for scissor arms, high-strength, security. Not easily
deformed.
With manual pump interface, the lift can be lowered safely in case of power outage

Jackaroo SSAL-J-55 Low
Profile Scissor Alignment Lift
5.5t
Description:
• CE Certified, Low profile scissor alignment lift
• The overall design is suitable for wheel alignment, ROC
and body inspection, maintenance services.
Dimensions:

Optional:
• Jacking beam is optional
Features & benefits:
• Minimum height is only 305mm.
• Max height of the main platform is 2160mm, sub-platform can be extended, suitable for
longer vehicles.
• Equipped with chassis LED lighting, photocell levelling security sensor.
• Punching design ramp, anti-slip effect.
• Imported hydraulic seals.
• Six-cylinder series synchronous design, simultaneous higher precision, levelling made
easy.
• Control system uses printing PCB and Siemens electrical parts, stable performance.
• Air lock sliding plate.
• Pneumatic side plate
• Photocell levelling security sensor
• Rubber pads for protection

Jackaroo S4PL-S4019, 4
Post 4.0t Service Lift

Description:
• Jackaroo four post 4.0t alignment lift with manual release
• Suitable for four-wheel alignment measurements, body check, vehicle maintenance
service
Dimensions:

Optional:
• Pneumatic jacking beam

Features & benefits:
• Rolling jacks and Side Slipping plate
• 5mm steel plate columns; 8mm steel plate beams, with one-piece shear bending
technology for stronger lifting capacity.
• Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly easier.

•
•

•

Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
Wide security protections, the steel wire has a break-proof lock; wire rope has been
put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue safety tests. Provides better
protection for equipment usage.
Long platform design, suitable for alignment service requests.
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Jackaroo S4PL-S5019B, 4
Post Lift Electric Unlocking

Description:
• CE Certificated 4 post lift electric unlocking
• Suitable for alignment and car repairs.
Dimensions:

Optional:
• Pneumatic jacking beam
Features & benefits:
• Steel rope safety lock pulley
• Electrical box overall design use injection moulding
• Electrical box bottom with dedicated routes hole
• Injection mould dust cover
• Aluminium motor pump with good thermal performance, longer life
• 5mm column steel plate; 8mm beam steel plate, with bending technology for
stronger lifting capacity.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly
easier.
Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
Wide security protections, the steel wire has a breakproof lock; wire rope has been put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue
safety tests. Provides better protection for equipment usage.
All oil hoses are hidden and protected under platform. Jacking beam system
comes with two control modes.
Equipped with electric rolling jack, quieter, faster lifting.
This lift design is suitable for alignment, and general car repairs.
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Mobile Car Lift
1-post lift - 2.5 tonnes Portable (TW 125 M)
Description:
• 1 post lift 2.5 tonnes - Portable - Ultra - Mobile
• New 2018 Model TW 125 M Ultra. Ultralow, has a height of
85mm and an arm clearance of 90mm, making it the
lowest 1 post lift available.
• Ideal for small spaces, as it can be moved as easy
as a hand lift truck and can be on any sufficiently
solid, levelled floor.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• One-post lift incl. power unit
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE-certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
Features:
• Top built quality with CE-certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic cylinder for powerful lifting
• Adjustable lifting pads
• Telescopic lifting arms
• Mechanical safety-locks
• Manual safety lock release
• Special rolled section columns
• Aluminium-motor with 24 V -Control box
• Column chain guard

only

Tech Data:
• Lifting capacity 2500 kg
• Max lifting height 1830-1930 mm
• Low lifting point 90 mm
• Power supply 230 V
• Motor power 2,2 kW
• Fuse protection 16 A
• Weight 720 kg
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1-post lift - 2.5 tonnes –
Fixed (TW 125 F)
Description:
• Fixed one-post lift
• For use in tight spaces. Ideal for body work, paint
shops and every day workshop use.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Lift incl. Power unit
• Heavy duty anchor bolts (10 pcs.)
• Instruction manual
• Examination book and CE-Certificate

Features:
• 1A Quality built with CE-Certificate
• Manufactured in accordance to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic cylinder for powerful lifting
• Adjustable lifting pads
• Telescopic lifting arms
• Mechanical safety-locks
• Manual safety lock release
• Special rolled section columns
• Aluminium-motor with 24 V –Control box
• Column chain guard

Tech Data:
• Lifting capacity 2500 kg
• Lifting height max. 1830-1930
mm
• Lowest lifting point 115 mm
• Lifting, lowering time (approx.)
35/30 sec.
• Power supply 230 V
• Motor power 2,2 kW
• Fusing 16 A / type C
• Weight (approx.) 720 kg
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Truck Lifts
Truck Lift - 22 t TW 550-4
Description:
• Ideal for limited space, can be used on any kind of firm
and even ground.
• This truck lift has very robust technology.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Complete truck lift
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• Examination book and CE certificate
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included

Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Top quality and massive construction
• Control from every column
• Control can be switched from single to shared lift
• The lifting jacks are easy to move
• 4 powerful e-engines for lifting
• Adapter for transporter is optionally available

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

22000 kg

Per column

5500 kg

Lifting height

1600 mm.

Lifting/ lowering time

10 mm/s

Power supply

4x3, 0 kW

Motor power

400V/3 Ph.

Fuse protection

32 A

Weight

2400 kg
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Parking Storage
4 Post Lift - Park Lift
TW 436 P
Description:
• Four post parking lift with Twin Busch workshop quality
• Optional mobile kit for using in very tight spaces, and
optional offset motor brackets for assembly of extra lifts
alongside of each other.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Four post lift incl. motor unit
• CE certificate
• Drip tray optional
• Mobile kit optional
• Wheel chocks included (2 pcs.)
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic overflow valve
• 1 hydraulic cylinder mounted under runway for strong lifting and lowering
• Mechanical security locking system

•
•
•
•
•

Manual safety-lock release
Slack line and cable protection
Platform with roll on and roll off protection
Foot protection
Acoustic warning signal

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

3600 kg

Max lifting height

1900 mm

Runway length

4094 mm

Runway width

475 mm

Min height

112 mm

Lifting/lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

230V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16 A

Weight

830 kg
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4 Post Double Parking Lift 3.6 t TW 436P-D
Description:
• Twin Busch workshop quality, practical 4 post
double parking lift.
• Optional mobile kit for use in very tight spaces,
optional offset motor brackets for assembly or extra
lifts alongside of each other.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Four post lift incl. motor unit
• CE certificate
• Drip tray optional
• Mobile kit optional
• Wheel chocks included (4 pcs.)
• Oil not included – can be purchased separately
• Car not included
Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Hydraulic overflow valve
• 1 hydraulic cylinder mounted under runway for strong lifting and lowering
• Mechanical security locking system
• Manual safety-lock release
• Slack line and cable protection
• Platform with roll on and roll off protection
• Foot protection
• Acoustic warning signal

Tech Data:

Lifting capacity

3600 kg

Max lifting height

1850 mm

Runway length

4095 mm

Runway width

470 mm

Min height

112 mm

Lifting/lowering time

45/30 sec.

Power supply

230V

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fuse protection

16 A

Weight

1400 kg
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Car Tyre Changer
Tyre changer - BASIC-Line
(TWX-610)
Description:
• Tyre changing machine with swing arm design, the ideal
starter model with TOP price - performance ratio, user friendly and an innovative
design.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Pressure gauge and tyre lever
• Bead press and edge protection
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head (for protection of alloy wheel
rims)
• CE certificate
Features & Benefits:
• Top built quality with CE certificate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured to ISO 9001
Adjustable mounting head
Eccentric mounting head tensor
Powerful bead breaker
Self-centring 4 jaw clamping system
Large clamping range for cars and vans outside 10" inside 22"
Exchangeable plastic protectors
Powerful two-way electric motor
Chrome vanadium clamping jaws

Tech Data:

Outside clamping

10" - 19"

Inside clamping

12" - 22"

Wheel diameter (max.)

41" (1040 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

14" (355 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Power supply

230V

Motor power

1,1 kW

Noise level

< 70 dB

Weight

188 kg

SEMI AUTOMATIC Tyre
Changer With Side Swing
Arm (TWX-11)
Description:
• Robust design Tyre Changer with side swing mounting arm
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Inflating gun and bead lever
• Clamp protector for clamping jaws system (4 items)
• Bead press and edge protection
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head (for protection of alloy wheel rims)
• CE certificate

Features:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Side swing mounting arm design
• Eccentric-tension of mount and demount head
• Powerful bead breaker
• Self-centred 4 clamping jaws system
• 24“large turntable for cars and vans
• Tubeless tyre inflating system
• Powerful E-Motor for supply and return lines
• Clamping jaws made of special steel
• Plastic protectors for mounting head / jaws

Tech Data:
Outside clamping

10“ - 22“

Inside clamping

12“ - 24“

Wheel diameter (max.)

41" (1040 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

14" (355 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Air supply

8-10 bar

Power supply

400V

Motor power

1,1 kW / 230V
0,75 KW / 400V

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

211 kg

Tyre Changer With New
Clamping System TW X-93
Description:
• Top Tyre changer with new clamping system, optimal for
delicate rims such as aluminium tension wheels with
centring cone (4 items included) and quick lock by quickchange nut.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Inflating gun and bead lever
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head
• Bead press and edge protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate
• Bulge down pushers
Features and Benefits:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Tension wheels over the centre hole with cantering cone (4 items included)
• Horizontally movable mounting shaft with quick-change nut (same way to mount as
on a wheel balancer with quick-change nut)
• 1 bead pushing arm for professional operation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheel lift to work easily and quickly
Side swing arm design
Eccentric-tension of mount and demount head
Big clamping range for cars and vans
Powerful bead breaker (2500 kg)
Powerful E-Motor for supply- and return lines

Tech Data:
Wheel diameter (max.)

45" (1143 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

16" (406 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Air supply

8 bars

Power supply

400 V

Motor power

0,75 KW / 400V

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

269 kg
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range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Tyre Changer - Semi-Autom
Side Swing Arm Design TW X98
Description:
• For standard, low profile tyres and spare tyres with double
bead pushing arms (cylinders). Double power.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Inflating gun and bead lever
• Clamp protector for clamping jaws system (4 items)
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head
• Bead press and edge protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate
• Bulge down pushers

Warranty:
• 24 months on the hydraulic and movable parts, 10 years on the frame (terms and
conditions apply).
Features:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Side swing arm design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pneumatic locking of mount head
Powerful bead brake (2500 kg)
Self-cantered 4 clamping jaws system
28” large turntable for cars and vans
Integrated air-booster in the clamping jaw system
Plastic protectors for demount head / jaw
Powerful E-Motor for supply- and return lines
Clamping jaws made of steel

Tech Data:
Outside clamping

12“ - 26“

Inside clamping

14“ - 28“

Wheel diameter (max.)

45“ (1143 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

16“ (406 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Air supply

8-10 bar

Power supply

400V/3 phase

Motor power

0,75 KW / 400V

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

276 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Tyre Changer – Automatic
TW X-31
Description:
• Tyre changer with pneumatically operated tilting column
and integrated air-booster in the clamping jaws system for
standard, low profile tyre and spare tyre. TW X-31 without
assistant arm (can be upgraded at any time).
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Inflating gun and bead lever
• Clamp protector for clamping jaws system (4 items)
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head
• Bead press and edge protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate

• Bulge down pushers
Features and Benefits:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Pneumatically operated tilting column
• Wheel rim protective mounting
• Pneumatic locking of mount head
• Powerful bead breaker (2500 kg)
• Self-centered 4 clamping jaw system
• 26 ” large turntable for cars and vans

•
•
•
•

Integrated air-booster in the clamping jaw system
Plastic protectors for demount head / jaws plastic gliders to protect rims
Powerful E-Motor for supply- and return lines
Clamping jaws made of steel

Tech Data:
Outside clamping

12“ - 24“

Inside clamping

14“ - 26“

Wheel diameter (max.)

45“ (1143 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

16“ (406 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Air supply

8-10 bar

Power supply

400V/3 phase

Motor power

0,75 KW / 400V

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

246 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Tyre Changer - Automatic TW
X-36
Description:
• Tyre changer with pneumatically operated tilting column and
integrated air-booster in the clamping jaws system for
standard, low profile tyre and spare tyre, with assistant arm.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Inflating gun and bead lever
• Clamp protector for clamping jaws system (4 items)
• 3 set plastic protector for mount and demount head
• Bead press and edge protection
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate
• Bulge down pushers
Features and Benefits:
• Top built quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Pneumatically operated tilting column
• Wheel rim protective mounting
• Pneumatic locking of mount head
• Powerful bead breaker (2500 kg)
• Self-centered 4 clamping jaw system

•
•
•
•
•

26 ” large turntable for cars and vans
Integrated air-booster in the clamping jaw system
Plastic protectors for demount head / jaws plastic gliders to protect rims
Powerful E-Motor for supply- and return lines
Clamping jaws made of steel

Tech Data:
Outside clamping

12“ - 24“

Inside clamping

14“ - 26“

Wheel diameter (max.)

45“ (1143 mm)

Wheel width (max.)

16“ (406 mm)

Bead breaker force

2500 kg

Air supply

8-10 bar

Power supply

400V/3 phase

Motor power

0,75 KW / 400V

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

246 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BTC-810 Car Tyre
Changer

Technical Data/Spec:
Outside Clamp

10-18＂

Inside Clamp

12-21＂

Max Wheel

960 mm

Diameter
Turntable

Net

3-12＂

Working air

8-10bar

pressure
6.5rpm

Power Supply

110V/

Voltage

220V/380V/415V

980 x960

Power

0.75/1.1Kw

x950

Noise

＜70dB

179/207

Container

72 units

Rotation Speed
CTN size

Tire Width

weight/Gross

Loading

weight

Quantity

Dimensions: (L x W x H)
• 1400*1200*1900mm

Standard Inclusions:
• 20” crowbar
• Jaw cover

•
•
•

Demount head cover
Demount tail cover
Instruction manual

Optional:
• Motorcycle adaptor: C-M-0400000 (1 set/4 pcs)

• Assist helper arm: PL241

Features and benefits:
• Steel mounting head with lifetime warranty.
• Control pedal assembly with step-move function which can stop the clamp at any
position to clamp the rim conveniently.
• Parking bead breaker cylinder with 2500kg power to bead break the tyre from the
rim easily.
• Protective cover for clamps and mounting head to avoid damage the rim.
• The clamp is made of strong and durable material.
• The universal switch is 40A with a pure silver touching point which bear great load
with a long life.

Jackaroo BTC-870L Car Tyre
Changer

Technical Data/Spec:
Outside Clamp

10-22＂

Inside Clamp

12-24＂

Max Wheel

1010MM

Diameter
Turntable

Tyre Width

3-14＂

Working air

8-10bar

pressure
6.5rpm

Power

Rotation

Supply

Speed

Voltage

CTN size

Net

1150*920*980

225/265

110V/220V/380V/415V

Power

0.75/1.1Kw

Noise

＜70dB

Container

72 units

weight/Gross

Loading

weight

Quantity

Dimensions: (L x W x H) needed for installation
• 13000*1350*1960mm

Standard Inclusions:
• 20” crowbar
• Jaw cover
• Demount head cover
• Demount tail cover
• Instruction manual
Optional:
• Motorcycle adaptor: C-M-0400000 (1 set/4 pcs)

•

Assist helper arm: PL241

Features and Benefits:
• Ergonomic body height machine
• Strengthened horizontal swing arm for extended life and lifetime warranty
• Strengthened lock handle for extend life and lifetime warranty
• Modified bead breaking arm, breaking force increased 30%
• Strengthened machine body increases overall intensity
• Silver alloy contact on 40A switch to ensure bearing of large load and longevity
• Optimized design of demount head greatly releases the tire tension during
demounting
• Optional PL241 upper assist arm for increased mounting and demounting range

Jackaroo BTC-L885 Car Tyre
Changer

Technical Data/Spec:
Outside Clamp

10-21＂

Inside Clamp

12-24＂

Max Wheel

1120 mm

Diameter
Turntable

Net

3-13＂

Working air

8-10bar

pressure
6.5rpm

Power Supply

110V/

Voltage

220V/380V/415V

1130 x910

Power

0.75/1.1Kw

x1010

Noise

＜70dB

246/285

Container

52 units

Rotation Speed
CTN size

Tyre Width

weight/Gross

Loading

weight

Quantity

Dimensions: (L x W x H)
• 1900*1350*2000mm
Standard Inclusions:
• 20” crowbar
• Jaw cover
• Demount head cover

•
•

Demount tail cover
Instruction manual

Optional extras:
• Motorcycle adaptor: C-M-0400000 (1 set/4 pcs)

•

Assist helper arm: PL320

•

Assist helper arm: PL390

•

Lifter SR69

•
•

Air tank for air blasting function
Automatic hook ZD-03

Features and benefits:
• Standard turntable protective covers protect the rim to avoid scratching by turntable,
and the ruler on the covers can help to clamp the rim conveniently.
• European standard wearable washers for personal safety when mounting the tyre.
• Control pedal assembly with step-move function which can stop the clamp at any
position to clamp the rim conveniently.
• The hexagonal shaft with 41mm and S 55 horizontal arm diameter is suitable for
operation of flat and hard tyre.
• Parking bead breaker cylinder with 2500kg power to bead break the tyre from the
rim easily.
• Protective cover for clamps and mounting head to avoid damage the rim.
• Optional holes to install the left helper PL330B, PL338 and/or right helper PL240.
• The clamp is made of strong and durable material.
• The universal switch is 40A with a pure silver touching point which can bear great
load with a long life.
• Semi-automatic tyre changer, the tilt backward and forward of the column and the
lock of the column can be completed pneumatically
• Standard inflation meter and safety valve, controllable air pressure.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment range
today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BTCGT895N/330/335 Car Tyre
Changer

Technical Data/Spec:
Outside Clamp

14-26＂

Inside Clamp

17-28＂

Max Wheel

1180 mm

Diameter

3-15＂

Working air

8-10bar

pressure

Turntable

6.5rpm

Power Supply

110V/

Voltage

220V/380V

1440 x1140

Power

0.75/1.1 kw

x1830

Noise

＜70dB

500/595

Container

16 units

Rotation Speed
CTN size

Tyre Width

Net weight/Gross
weight

Dimensions: (L x W x H)
• 1950*2450*2200mm
Standard Inclusions:
• Demount head cover, 2 sets
• Demount tail cover, 2 sets
• Crow bar
• Blade cover, 1 set
• Assist helper arm 330
• Assist helper arm 335
• Instruction manual

Loading Quantity

Optional:
• Optional SR68, can help to lift tyres
• Automatic hook ZD-03: easy operation, improves work efficiency

Features and benefits:
• Steel mounting head with lifetime warranty.
• Control pedal assembly with step-move function which can stop the clamp at any
position to clamp the rim conveniently.
• Φ80 diameter cylinder as standard increases the power to 106kg.
• Double-bending technique and 5mm steel pole ensure high intensity.
• Protective cover for clamps and mounting head to avoid damage the rim.
• European standard wearable washers for safety when mounting the tyre.
• Inflation assistance function with CE certification on the back air tank.
• 41mm hexagonal shaft and 50mm square shaft. No distortion when working on the
tyre.
• Horizontal locking device completely avoids horizontal displacement of horizontal
arm.
• Bead breaker blade designed to rotate on any direction, securing the best bead
breaking force. Equipped with the protective cover.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo RBTC256-AR
Tyre Changer
Description:
• High performance tyre changer

Technical Data:
Max. Wheel diameter

1120mm (44")

Max. Wheel width

420mm(16")

Inside chuck size

12"-26"

Outside chuck size

10"-24"

Power supply

380V/3PH/60Hz; 220V/1PH/50Hz

Working pressure

8-12bar

Bead breaker power per cylinder

2800kg

Self-centering rotation speed

6-12rmp

Net weight

341kg

Dimensions:
• 1230*1000*1780 391kg
Standard Inclusions:

Features & benefits:
• Steel foot pneumatic valve piston rod assembly for smoother surface with better
corrosion resistance and longer life.
• Drawer control assembly, simple structure, fast and easy maintenance.
• Best quality all-aluminium copper motor with faster heat dissipation
• 180mm all-aluminium double-inlet tread separation cylinder, fully sealed design,
low pressure supported
• Automatic assembly and disassembly of the head does not require the use of a
crowbar.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo RBTC526
Tyre Changer

Technical Data:
Max. Wheel diameter

1120mm(44")

Max. Wheel width

420mm(16")

Inside chuck size

12"-26"

Outside chuck size

10"-24"

Power supply

380V/3PH/60Hz; 220V/1PH/50Hz

Working pressure

8-12bar

Bead breaker power per cylinder

2800kg

Self-centring rotation speed

6-12rmp

Net weight

334kg

Dimensions:
• 1230*1000*1780

Standard Inclusions:

Depending on the model, auxiliary arm is available for upgrade
Features & benefits:
• Steel foot pneumatic valve piston rod assembly for smoother surface provides better
corrosion resistance and longer life
• Drawer control assembly, simple structure, fast and easy maintenance
• Best quality aluminium copper motor with faster heat dissipation
• 180mm aluminium double-inlet tread separation cylinder, fully sealed design, low
pressure supported
• Automatic assembly of the head; requires a crowbar to assist in disassembly

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo STC-658 Tyre
Changer
Description:
• CE certificated Basic tyre changer, perfect for small
workshops

Dimensions:

Optional
• Assist arm available.
Features & benefits:
• Larger and thicker turntable, dismounting 11’’-24’’ rim, max. tyre diameter 1000mm
• Taller vertical post, dismounting max. tire width 300mm
• Universal switch, 40A silver contact for longer durability
• Hexagonal axle is made of S41 steel which is strong enough when dismounting
11”-24” stiff tyres.
• High quality steel foot pedal assembly avoids distortion.
• High quality alloy steel clamps
• Steel dismounting head with bead pressing blocks and bead pressing roller for
dismounting low-profile tyres without any aid of arm.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo STC-868R
Tyre Changer

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Silver contact points direction switch
• Backward-style flat tyre changer
• Full-automatic assistant arm device
• Pneumatic tilt back vertical column and push-pull horizontal arm pneumatic unlocking
design
• Dismounting of flat tyre will not hurt rim or tyre
• Alloy scavenging air valve, stainless steel valve rod
• 6mm bead breaker protector with anti-slip design

Jackaroo STC-HD888 Tyre
Changer

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• High strength silver contact switch.
• Automatic dismounting head system with side swing column and rear swing arm in
one.
• Optional double rotating speed 7 rpm / min-14 rpm / rpm
• Assist arm pressure roller pneumatic locking
• Unique large shovel device to avoid crushing the rim.
• Lead block recycling device.
• Advanced pneumatic assist arm, more suitable for flat, large diameter tyre
disassembly
• Pulsed inflatable way.
• Large shovel jacket with 6mm anti-skid design.

Jackaroo STC-758
Changer

Ty
re

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Power arm with automatic positioning system and pressure tyre arm also with
automatic positioning system make the mechanical arm positioning convenient and
fast.
• Self-centring function, accurate position, easy for clamping the rim.
• Press tyre arm can be rotated 360° making it easier to disassemble tyre
• Self-lift tyre function save time and energy.
• Mounting head position change function for fitting different rim sizes

Jackaroo STC-868RX Tyre
Changer (New Version)

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Silver contact points direction switch
• Backward-style flat tyre changer
• Full-automatic assistant arm device
• Pneumatic tilt back vertical column and push-pull horizontal arm pneumatic unlocking
design
• Dismounting of flat tyre will not hurt rim or tyre
• Alloy scavenging air valve, stainless steel valve rod
• 6mm bead breaker protector with anti-slip design

Car Wheel Balancer
Wheel Balancer - TW F-00

Standard Inclusions:
• Wheel balancer
• Centring cones (4 items), gauge, weight pliers
• Quick release nut, pressure cup, rubber lip
• Calibration weight
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate

Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• TOP-Design
• Easy handling
• Solid construction
• Digital display
• Automatic measurement with wheel stop
• Static and dynamic balancing
• Various programs to select from, regular / static / Alu1, Alu2, Alu3 / Motorcycle etc.
• Integrated calibrate and self-diagnostic-program
• Optional: motorcycle adapter, adapter for vehicles without centre hole

•

Tech Data:

Wheel width

1,5" - 20"

Wheel diameter

10" - 24"

Wheel weight max.

65 kg

Rim center hole

40-135 mm

Measuring tolerance

+/- 1 g

Measuring time

4-7 sec.

Power supply

230 V~

Noise level

<70 dB

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Automatic wheel balancer –
TW F-23
Description:
• Top value for money, professional quality.
• Equipped with an electronic measuring arm for rim distance
and rim diameter.
• Accurate application of concealed adhesive weights with the electronic sensor arm.
The TW F-23 has a 40mm shaft for easier balancing of wide rims, for example,
Porsche, SUV, etc.

• Equipped with a foot brake to aid wheel fixing and balancing. Measuring arm with
optical / acoustic sensor. As well as the new extra-large 7.5 inch digital display for a
perfect overview.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Wheel balancer
• Centring cones (4 items), gauge, weight pliers
• Quick release nut, pressure cup, rubber lip
• Calibration weight
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate
Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Top design and robust technology
• Shaft diameter 40 mm for more accurate balancing

•
•
•
•
•
•

255 mm shaft for better balancing of wide rims
Digital display 7.5 inches
Foot brake for fixing the shaft when balancing
Automatic measurement process and wheel brake
Static and dynamic balancing
Various programs to select from: Normal / Static / Alu1, Alu2, Alu3, Alu4 and Alu5 /
motorcycle etc.

• Optional: motorcycle adapter, adapter for vehicles without centre hole

•

Tech Data:

Wheel width

1,5" - 20"

Wheel diameter

10" - 24"

Wheel weight max.

65 kg

Rim center hole

40-135 mm

Measuring tolerance

+/- 1 g

Measuring time

4-7 sec.

Power supply

230 V~

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

123 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Wheel Balancer Automatic TFT- Colour Screen - TW F-95
Description:
• Automatic wheel balancer for professional use with laser
positioning system and LED light.
• Equipped with TFT colour monitor and 2 electronic sensor arms
for rim width and diameter measurement as well as an automatic program detection
(Normal and Alu-S)
• New: The TW F-95 has a laser positioning system for precise positioning of adhesive
weights at 6 o'clock position (also possible at 12 o'clock position without laser). LED
light for better visibility.
• 40 mm shaft and an extended wheel mount for wide rims, e.g. Porsche, SUV, etc.
• In addition, the machine is fitted with a foot brake for fixing the shaft during balancing.
• Help functions are displayed on the monitor.

• Measuring arm with optical / acoustic operator guidance
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Wheel balancer
• Centering cones (4 items), gauge, weight pliers
• Quick release nut, pressure cup, rubber lip
• Calibration weight
• Operating and maintenance instructions

• CE certificate

Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• Laser positioning system at 6 o'clock position
• LED light for better visibility
• Measuring arm determines the width of the wheel
• Menu Languages: German, English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Dutch, Italian,
Swedish, Hungarian and Polish
• Splitting programme enables the precise placement of hidden weights, behind the
spokes
• Electronic sensor arm
• Large TFT-Colour monitor
• Measured values are shown when the wheel brakes
• Static and dynamic balancing
• Several available programs Normal / Static / Alu1, Alu2, Alu3 Motorcycle etc.
• Integrated calibration and self-diagnostic program

• Optional: motorcycle adapter, adapter for vehicles without center hole

•

Tech Data:

Wheel width

1,5" - 20"

Wheel diameter

10" - 24"

Wheel weight max.

65 kg

Rim center hole

40-135 mm

Measuring tolerance

+/- 1 g

Measuring time

4-7 sec.

Power supply

230 V~

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

130 kg

Wheel Balancer Semi
Automatic - TW F-150
Description:
• The ideal starter model with a TOP price-performance ratio.
• Innovative user friendly design.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Wheel balancer
• Centering cones (4 items), gauge, weight pliers
• Quick release nut, pressure cup, rubber lip
• Calibration weight
• Operating and maintenance instructions

• CE certificate
Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured according to ISO 9001
• TOP-Design
• Easy handling
• Solid construction
• Digital display
• Automatic measurement with wheel stop

•
•
•

Static and dynamic balancing
Various programs available: regular / static / Alu1, Alu2, Alu3 / Motorcycle etc.
Integrated calibrate- and self-diagnostic-program

• Optional: motorcycle adapter, adapter for vehicles without center hole

Tech Data:

Wheel width

1,5" - 20"

Wheel diameter

10" - 24"

Wheel weight max.

65 kg

Rim center hole

36-135 mm

Measuring tolerance

+/- 1 g

Measuring time

4-7 sec.

Power supply

230 V~

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight

92 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BWB-910GB Car
Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

10—24"

Max. Wheel

65kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1000mm

Rim Width

1.5—20"

200rpm

Balancing

±1g

Diameter
Rotating Speed

Precision
Motor power

0.25KW

CTN.size

Net

112/116

Container
Loading
Quantity

Weight/Gross

Dimensions (L x W x H):
• 1250mm*1050*1050mm
Standard Inclusions:

930×710×1160
72 units

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reverse positioning cup
36mm quick nut
Cone: 4 different sizes
Balancing hammer
Calibration weight
Instruction manual

Optionals:
• Motorcycle adaptor: TB-M-0100000

•

Iveco flange: TB-P-0200010

•

Universal adaptor: Balances the tire without the centre hole, to fix the rim with the
screw holes:
B-W-1000000

•

Laser lamp: to indicate the weight sticking at 12 o’ clock position
BT-X-1000000

Features and benefits:
• The balancer has independent intellectual property rights.
• The product contains DYN/STA and kinds of ALU modes and MOT balance
mode.
• Allows users to intuitively edit the most suitable operation habit setting according
to the requirement. Protective cover control function.

•
•
•
•
•

Variety of creative tyre data input modes, convenient and quick tyre rotation.
Self-calibration, simple and easy to operate for a long time
Includes motorcycle tyre balance mode using the optional adaptor.
The injection weight tray is durable and improves the product’s flexibility. Uniform
size weight trays for changing conveniently.
The IMD display panel is scratch and corrosion resistant. Buttons are strong and
will stand pressing 500,000 times. The display panel does not peel off, gets no
blisters or tackles.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BWB-953L Car
Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

10—24"

Max. Wheel

70kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1000mm

Rim Width

1.5—20"

200rpm

Balancing

±1g

Diameter
Rotating Speed

Precision
Motor power

0.25KW

CTN.size

Net

124/157

Container
Loading
Quantity

Weight/Gross

Dimensions (L x W x H):
• 1320*1050*1460mm

1110×710×1160
66units

Standard Inclusions:
• Reverse positioning cup
• 40mm quick nut
• Cone: 4 different sizes, plus special Prado cone, Iveco flange
• Balancing hammer
• Calibration weight
• Lengthen threaded shaft

• Instruction manual
Optionals:
• Motorcycle adaptor: TB-M-0900000L

•

Universal adaptor: Balances the tyre without the center hole, to fix the rim with the
screw holes
B-W-1000000

•

Laser lamp: to indicate the weight sticking at 12 o’ clock position
BT-X-1000000

Features and benefits:
• The balancer has independent intellectual property rights.
• The product contains DYN/STA and kinds of ALU modes and MOT balance
mode.
• Allows users to intuitively edit the most suitable operation habit setting according
to the requirement. Protective cover control function.
• Variety of creative tyre data input modes, convenient and quick tyre rotation.

•
•

Self-calibration, simple and easy to operate for a long time without loss of
accuracy.
Lengthened balancing shaft is suitable for wider wheels
Toyota Prado cone and Iveco flange, can deal with large central hole wheel

•

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BWB-CB67 Car
Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

1—28"

Max. Wheel

70kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1100mm

Rim Width

1.5—20"

140rpm

Balancing

±1g

Diameter
Rotating
Speed
Motor power

Precision
90KW

Power Supply

100/230V 1ph

Voltage
One balance

7s

Second time
mounting on
precision

1070×760×1145

Container
Loading
Quantity

time
CTN size

Dimensions (L x W x H):
• 1550*1160*1240mm
Standard Inclusions:
• Reverse positioning cup
• 40mm quick nut
• Cone: 4 different sizes
• Balancing hammer

≤5g

66units

•

Calibration weight

• Instruction manual
Optionals:
• Motorcycle adaptor: TB-M-0900000

•

Universal adaptor: Balances the tire without the center hole, to fix the rim with the
screw holes
B-W-5000000

•

40 exlarge cone: TB-P-0300015

•

Iveco flange, for large central hole wheel
TB-P-0200010

•

Laser lamp: to indicate the weight sticking at 12 o’ clock position
BT-X-1000000

•

Tyre lift: assist to lift the tyre, and pull it to the shaft.
TB-J-0100000

•

Tyre lift: assist to lift the tyre, and pull it to the shaft, with cross laser indicating the
shaft center
TB-J-0900000 $352

Features and benefits:
• Italian engineered software wheel balancer.
• Automatic measurement and input of Distance and Diameter (DIS&DIA), with 5
ALU modes and 2 ALU Smart modes. With wheel optimization mode and wheel
split and (Hidden weight) function.
• Standard 40mm threaded shaft, which can work with international standardised
balancer accessories. Main shaft flange and threaded shaft threads which have
been processed through supersonic quenching treatment.
• Optional motorcycle balancing adapter kit available. Motorcycle balancing mode.
• With technical patent of weight position marking.
• Machine calibration is easy to operate to restore machine's precision quickly.
• Standard USB port. It is convenient or software upgrades.
• Display type: LED
• Foot pedal design
• Power-saving mode, machine goes to standby mode automatically if not used for
5 minutes.

Jackaroo BWB-CB75 Car
Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

1—28"

Max. Wheel

70kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1100mm

Rim Width

1.5—20"

140rpm

Balancing

±1g

Diameter
Rotating
Speed
Motor power

Precision
90KW

Power Supply

100/230V 1ph

Voltage
One balance

7s

Second time
mounting on
precision

1070×760×1145

Container
Loading
Quantity

time
CTN size

Dimensions (L x W x H):
• 1550*1160*1240mm

≤5g

66units

Standard Inclusions:
• Reverse positioning cup
• 40mm quick nut
• Cone: 4 different sizes
• Balancing hammer
• Calibration weight

• Instruction manual
Optionals:
• Motorcycle adaptor: TB-M-0900000

•

Universal adaptor: Balances the tyre without the center hole, to fix the rim with the
screw holes
B-W-5000000

•

40 exlarge cone: TB-P-0300015

•

Iveco flange, for large central hole wheel
TB-P-0200010

•

Laser lamp: to indicate the weight sticking at 12 o’ clock position
BT-X-1000000

•

Tyre lift: assist to lift the tyre, and pull it to the shaft.

TB-J-0100000

•

Tyre lift: assist to lift the tyre, and pull it to the shaft, with cross laser indicating the
shaft center
TB-J-0900000

Features and benefits:
• Italian engineering software wheel balancer.
• Automatic measurement and input of Distance and Diameter (DIS&DIA), with 5
ALU modes and 2 ALU Smart modes. With wheel optimization mode and wheel
split and (Hidden weight) function.
• Standard 40mm threaded shaft, which can work with international standardised
balancer accessories. Main shaft flange and threaded shaft threads which have
been processed through supersonic quenching treatment.
• Optional motorcycle balancing adapter kit available. Motorcycle balancing mode.
• Technical patent of weight position marking.
• Machine calibration is easy to operate to restore machine's precision quickly.
• Standard USB port convenient for software upgrades.
• Display type: LED
• Foot pedal design
• With power-saving mode, machine goes to standby mode automatically if not
used for 5 minutes.

Jackaroo RWWB550-P
Wheel Balancing

Description:
• Wheel Balancing
• Automatic measure
Technical Data:
Max. Wheel diameter

70kg

Power supply

220/380V

Balancing accuracy

±1g

Rotate speed

90/130rpm

Rim diameter

10″-24″（256mm-1100mm)

Rim width

3″-16″（40mm-510mm）

Measuring time

7sec

Noise level

<70dB

Net weight

95kg

Dimensions:
• 1140*870*980

Standard Inclusions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic measurement of wheel diameter and distance.
Dynamic and static balance function modes.
Machine automatically stops when measurement is done.
Smart alloy wheel balance mode
Alloy wheel combination measurement mode, can automatic identify the position
of balance weight paste and install.
Self calibration and diagnose function.
355mm long transmission shaft
4mm thick cabinet, sturdy and durable structure, can reduce electric resonance to
promote higher measurement accuracy.
Standard cone quickly locked nut.
Individual pad for button control.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment
range today.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please contact
us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo RBWB-350P
Wheel Balancing

Technical Data:
Max. Wheel diameter

70kg

Power supply

220/380V

Balancing accuracy

±1g

Rotate speed

90/130rpm

Rim diameter

10″-24″（256mm-1100mm

Rim width

3″-16″（40mm-510mm）

Measuring time

7sec

Noise level

<70dB

Net weight

95kg

Dimensions:
• 1140*870*980 118kg

D

Standard Inclusions:

Features & benefits:
• Automatic measurement of wheel diameter and distance.
• Dynamic and static balance function modes.
• Machine automatically stops when measurement is done.
• Double LED display screen separately shows inside and outside numerical
balance
• Alloy wheel combination measurement mode.
• Self-calibration and diagnose function.
• 355mm long transmission shaft
• 4mm thick cabinet, sturdy and durable structure, can reduce electric resonance to
promote higher measurement accuracy.
• Standard cone quickly locked nut.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment
range today.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please contact
us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo SWB-S828 Car
Wheel Balancer

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• Static, AL1, AL2, AL3 balancing modes.
• High-precision mechanical spindle and imported bearing ensure measuring
accuracy.
• Perfect wheel guard with automatic start function
• Metric and imperial measurements
• Self-diagnosis and self-calibration.
• Smaller cabinet saves space, convenient for transportation
• Optional large cone and flange for light truck, minibus and Iveco.

Jackaroo SWB-S919 Wheel
Balancer

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• 3D system for automatic measurement of distance, diameter and tyre width
• Multi-balancing way: static balancing and dynamic balancing procedures
• Optimisation of tire and rim
• SPO function releases back of tyre spoke
• Foot plate locking system convenient to lock unbalancing points.
• Saving function, to save geometry of tyre.
• Metric and imperial units
• Visual operation interface.
• Several languages available.
• USB port for easy software upgrade.

Jackaroo SWB-S808 Wheel
Balancer

Dimensions:

Features & benefits:
• High-precision spindle with heat treatment process to improve the spindle
strength, wear resistance and service life.
• Multiple balancing methods for different rim configurations.
• Three positioning options are available.
• With troubleshooting, self-calibration program.
• Unit conversion (gram to ounces, millimeters to inch)
• Continuous operation, batch inspection of tires, suitable for rim manufacturers.

Truck Tyre Changer
Truck Tyre Changer - 14"
- 26" TW X-00 T
Description:
Electro-hydraulic tire changer for trucks and industrial vehicles.
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Tyre changer with maintenance unit
Bead leaver
Joystick
Operating and maintenance instructions
CE certificate

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Top quality with CE certificate
Manufactured to ISO 9001
Extremely easy and convenient joystick
Movable controlling unit (joystick)
Self-centering hydraulic 4 clamping jaw system

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clock and anticlockwise rotation of the clamp range from 14“-26“
Clamping jaws made of steel
Hydraulic sliding carriage
Simultaneous movement of the chuck holder and tool carriage
Automatic tool rotation
Powerful E-Motor for supply and return lines

Truck tyre changer 14’’ – 42’’ TW X-60 T
Description:
•

Big electro-hydraulic tyre changer for trucks, industrial
and agricultural vehicles.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Bead leaver
• Joystick
• Operating and maintenance instructions
• CE certificate
Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Extreme easy and convenient joystick
• Movable controlling unit (joystick)
• Self-centering hydraulic 4 clamping jaw system
• Clock and anticlockwise rotation of the clamp range from 14“-42“
• Clamping jaws made of steel
• Hydraulic sliding carriage
• Simultaneous movement of the chuck holder and tool carriage

•
•

Automatic tool rotation
Powerful E-Motor for supply and return lines

Technical Data:
Clamping Capacity

14“ - 42“

Tyre (max.)

2300 mm

Tyre weight (max.)

980 mm

Tyre weight (max.)

1200 kg

Power supply

400V/3 phases

Motor power

1,5 kW

Weight (approx.)

867 kg

HGV Tyre fitting machine 14" - 56" TW X-80 T
Description:

• HGV and agricultural tyre changing machine 14” – 56”
Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
• Tyre changer with maintenance unit
• Mounting iron, joystick
• Instruction manual
Features & benefits:
• Top quality with CE certificate
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
• Extremely simple joystick control
• Self-centring 4 clamp system
• Electro hydraulic clamp mechanism
• Special steel claws
• Fully adjustable hydraulic sliding mounting head
• Secure clamping
• Powerful electric motor for both directions

•

High quality control unit for perfect adjustment with stop function

Technical Data:
Clamping Capacity

14“ - 56“

Tyre (max.)

2500 mm

Tyre weight (max.)

1200 mm

Tyre weight (max.)

2200 kg

Power supply

400V/3 phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Weight (approx.)

1060 kg

Jackaroo BTTC-588S Truck
Tyre Changer
Technical Data/Spec:

14-26＂

Rim Diameter

Max. Wheel

1500MM

Weight
Max. Wheel

1000mm

Diameter

Working

130-150bar

Pressure

Hydraulic

1.5kW 380V-

Gearbox

1.8kW

Pump Motor

3Ph 50Hz

Motor

380V/3Ph
50Hz

Net

561/739

Noise

2100×1650×930

Container
Loading
Quantity

＜75dB

Weight/Gross
Weight
CTN.size

Dimensions (L x W x H):
•

2530*1820*1750mm

Standard Inclusions:
•

crowbar

•

caliper
Motorcycle adaptor: TB-M-0100000

Optional:
• Alloy jaw cover/Nylon bar

16 units

•

Alloy protection ring

Features and benefits:
• Main motor and relevant components comply with CE standard.
• Center support lift oil tank.
• Easy access portable console is very convenient for avoiding incorrect operation.
• Gearbox with tin bronze gear ring to increase service life.
• Electric cabinet with E degree protection standard.
• Add the 8.5 thick reinforced plates on the lifting arm base and lifting arm

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BTTC-590D Truck
Tyre Changer

Technical Data/Spec:
14-46＂

Rim Diameter

Max. Wheel

2300MM

Diameter
With extension

1000mm

jaws(optional)
Wheel Width

Working

130-150bar

Pressure
1.5kW 380V-3Ph

Gearbox

2.4kW

50Hz

Motor

380V/3Ph
50Hz

Hydraulic

561/739

Noise

2100×1650×930

Container
Loading
Quantity

＜75dB

Pump Motor
Net
Weight/Gross
Weight
CTN size

2280×2070×1070

Dimensions (L x W x H):
• 2530*1820*1750mm
Standard Inclusions:
• crowbar
• Calliper

10 units

•

Extension jaw

Optional:
• Alloy jaw cover/Nylon bar
TC-10-8300000

•

TC-20-6000004

• Alloy protection ring
Features and benefits:
• It’s used to mount/demount the drop center rim/ tubeless wheel / wheel with ring
of the passenger car/ truck/ agriculture vehicle / industrial vehicle.
• Easy access portable console is very convenient for avoiding incorrect operation.
• Center support lift oil tank with protective switch.
• Extension claws to operate max 5 inch tyre.
• Gearbox with tin bronze gear ring to increase service life.
• Electric cabinet with E degree protection standard.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Truck Wheel BalancerTW F-50T
Description:
•
•

Equipped with pneumatic lift for easy handling of heavy
wheels.
Foot-pedal break.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheel balancer
Centering cones (4 items), gauge, weight pliers
Quick release nut, pressure cup, rubber lip
Calibration weight
Operating and maintenance instructions
CE certificate

Features & Benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top quality with CE certificate
Manufactured according to ISO 9001
Big LED double display
Automatic measurement with wheel stop
Several programs to select from: dynamic/static and alu-program
Integrated calibrate and self-diagnostic-program
Easy and fast input via transparency keyboard
Clamping especially for truck wheels
Support for centering cone and gauge

Tech Data:
Wheel width

1,5" - 20"

Ø Wheel diameter

13" - 24"

Wheel weight max.

165 kg

Measuring time (approx.)

8 sec.

Power supply

230 V~

Measuring time

4-7 sec.

Noise level

<70 dB

Weight (approx.)

293 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop equipment
range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BTWB-460B
Truck Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

10—24”

Max. Wheel

200kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1200mm

Rim Width

1.5—20”

100/200rpm

Balancing

±1g/±10g

Diameter
Rotating Speed

Precision
Motor power

0.55KW

Net Weight/Gross

217/312

Weight
CTN size

1300×990×
1130

Dimensions: (L x W x H):
•

1330*990*1130mm

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Tyre lift
Cone
Lock nut
Balancing hammer
Calibration weight

Container
Loading Quantity

42 units

Optional:
•

Truck wheel balancer adaptor B-W-0600000

•

B-W-0800000

Custom & Options:
Laser lamp: to indicate the weight sticking at 12 o’ clock position
BT-X-1000000

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New product balancer with independent intellectual property rights.
The tyre lifter can save time and labour when installing the tyre.
Function to shift from car mode to truck mode.
5 system or 10 system balance weight available.
3 kinds of ALU modes and STA modes.
Pedal brake to ensure weight accuracy.
Metric and imperial units

Jackaroo BTWB-46 Truck
Wheel Balancer

Technical Data/Spec:
Rim Diameter

1—28"

Max. Wheel

200kg

Weight
Max. Wheel

1200mm

Rim Width

2—20"

80/120rpm

Balancing

±1g/±10g

Diameter
Rotating Speed

Precision
Motor power

0.37KW

Net Weight/Gross

318/335

Weight
CTN size

1300×990×
1130

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tyre lift
Steal lock nut
40mm haweka quick nut
Cone
Balancing hammer
Calibration weight

Optional:
•

Iveco flange TB-P-0200010

Container
Loading Quantity

14 units

•

Extra big cone: TB-P-0300026 special for Toyota Prado tyres

•

Truck adaptor B-W-0900000

Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Italian software, 256 grating scale in one circle, high precision
Can balance both car and truck wheel
2 value (distance, diameter) automatic input
Inverter technology gives different speed to the motor
Includes function to stop wheel when not balanced
Integrated pneumatic lift
Intelligent toggle of STD and ALS2 balance modes, high efficiency
Six o’ clock stick, with laser indicating line, fast and convenient

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Air Pneumatic Jacks
Jackaroo BA-AJ88 Airbag
Jack

Description:
•
•

Easy, friendly and quick for lifting vehicle up
Durable 100% natural rubber airbag

• Vacuum function design to pull out the jack from under car quickly
Technical data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifting Capacity: 2500kg
Inject Air Pressure: 145PSI/10BAR
Min Lift Height: 130mm
Max Lift Height: 435mm
Inject Hose Size: G1/4
Lifting Time (To Max Height): 25s
Working Temp: -30-70℃
Net weight: 20KG
Gross weight: 22KG
Dimensions:
1115 x 330 x 135mm (lift to min height)
Standard Inclusions:
Airbag 1pcs
Wheels 2pcs
Handle 1pcs
BA-88 air valve 1 pcs
Basement plate 1pcs
Up plate 1pcs

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure operate to save user’s energy
Quickness, 3 seconds to lift vehicle up
Easy to work with super low car chassis
Save chassis’ painting for rubber pad installed upside
Long life time, more than 5 years
Works perfectly with sloped ground
Improves workshop’s performance

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BA-AJ66 Airbag
Jack

Description:
•
•

Easy, friendly and quick for lifting vehicle up
Durable 100% natural rubber airbag

Technical data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifting Capacity: 2500kg
Inject Air Pressure: 145PSI/10BAR
Min Lift Height: 130mm
Max Lift Height: 435mm
Inject Hose Size: G1/4
Lifting Time(To Max Height): 25s
Working Temp: -30-70℃
Net weight: 20KG

• Gross weight: 22KG
Dimensions:
•

1115 x 330 x 135mm (lift to min height)

Standard Inclusions:
• Airbag 1pcs
• Wheels 2pcs
• Handle 1pcs
• BA-88 air valve 1 pcs
• Basement plate 1pcs
• Up plate 1pcs

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy saving operating feature
3 seconds to lift vehicle up
Easy to work with supper low car chassis
Will not damage paint
Long lasting, more than 5 years
Works perfectly in sloped ground

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Wheel Alignment Machine
Alignment BAWA-3D718S

Technical Data:

Dimensions:
•
•
•

Machine Dimensions: 2782 X 600 X 2430mm
Package Dimensions: 3000 x 370 x 325mm (camera beam package)
2560 X 700 X 800mm (cabinet Box package)

• Note: subject to change without notice
Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer: 1pc
OS: WIN 7 English System Preinstall (Win 8,Win 10 also workable )
Camera: 5 mega pixels/2 pcs
Printer: Cannon Ink Cartridge (Black, Model: PG-835XL)
Monitor: 19''LCD
Target plate: Durable/4 pcs (Size: 324.2*175*62.6mm Net weight: 1.32kg/pcs，Pin
Diameter: 22mm)
Brake pedal depressor & Steering wheel holder: 1 pc for each
Clamps: 4 pcs (13-24 rim Size Electroplate Surface, rust resistant)
Turnable plate: 2 pcs (diameter: 340m, thickness:49mm)
Wedge: 2pcs

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Never re-calibrate
Vehicle alignment through push or without push
Custom software and hardware
Works with Pit and lift
Special design available according to customer's workshop room size and other
variations
Frequent vehicle setting for easy location of model in database
Dependable quality, durable hardware
Approved by Beissbath, CEMB and Bosch Dealers

Jackaroo RBWA-781 Wheel
Alignment
Description:
•

Mobile Cabinet Wheel Alignment

Technical Data:
Items

Front axle

Back axle

Precision

Measurement range Precision

Measurement range

Toe

±0.02

±20°

±0.02

±20°

Camber

±0.02

±15°

±0.02

±15°

SAI

±0.02

±26°

Null

Null

Caster

±0.02

±26°

Null

Null

Null

±0.02

±5

Thrust angle Null

Standard Inclusions:
Displayer

1 set/21.5 & 18.5''

Pillar

1 set

Clamp/Target

1 set

Canon Printer

1 set

Manual

1 set

Camera

1 set

Cabinet

1 set

Turntable

1 set

Computer

1set

Speaker

1 set

Camera beam

1 set

Mouse/Keyboard

1 set

Steering wheel & brake lock

1 set

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically lifting function
Over 24,000 auto database
Wheel alignment with free upgrade database twice a year.
Auto database with free upgrade every five years.
Double screen display
Multi-Language
2 Post & mini scissor car lift four wheel positioning function

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo RBWA-681 Wheel
Alignment

Technical Data:
•

Power: 220V
Items

Front axle

Back axle

Precision

Measurement range Precision

Measurement range

Toe

±0.02

±20°

±0.02

±20°

Camber

±0.02

±15°

±0.02

±15°

SAI

±0.02

±26°

Null

Null

Caster

±0.02

±26°

Null

Null

Null

±0.02

±5

Thrust angle Null

Standard Inclusions:
Displayer

1 set/21.5''

Pillar

1 set

Clamp/Target

1 set

Canon Printer

1 set

Turntable

1 set

Camera

1 set

Manual

1 set

Computer

1set

Camera beam

1 set

Mouse/Keyboard

1 set

Transitional block

1 set

Steering wheel & brake lock

1 set

Eccentric screw & Conducting 1 set
rod
Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically lifting function
Over 24,000 auto databases
Double screen display
Wheel alignment with free upgrade of database twice a year.
Auto database with free upgrade of database every five years
Multi-Language
2 Post & mini scissor car lift four-wheel positioning function

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Alignment Scissor Lift
Scissor Lift - 4.0 t - Over
Floor TW SA-40-V
Description:
•

•

The drive-on TW SA-40-V2 scissor lift for surface mounting has an ultra-flat
construction (only 200 mm in height) and is therefore also ideally suited for sports
cars.
The integrated wheel free lift allows the complete vehicle to be lifted with all four
wheels free for alignment, a ratchet system for positioning in the safety catches.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift incl. Power unit
Axle free jack
Rubber blocks
Sliding plates
6 cover plates (turntable is optional)
Instruction manual (English)
Examination book
CE certificate
Oil not included – can be purchased separately
Car not included

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top quality with CE certificate
Manufactured according to ISO 9001
CE-stop and signal tone when lowering (foot protection)
Hydraulic synchronous control (cylinder sequence principle)
Automatic safety-lock-release system
High quality solid construction
Wheel free lift with extensions for a longer lifting area
Emergency lowering valve
Compressed air of 4-8 bar

• Ramp with anti roll off safety

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

4000 kg

Lifting height max.

1900 + 450 mm

Platform L./ W.

5000/660 mm

Lifting time (approx.)

45/30 sec.

Power supply

400V / 3 Phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16A

Weight (approx.)

2450 kg

PROFI Platform Scissor Lift 5.5 t TW SA - 55
Description:
•

•
•

Lifting capacity up to 5500 kg, one of our more powerful
lifts, for large transporters, campers and of course for
cars.
Perfect for all servicing work and including axle alignment. Integrated sliding plates
and front recesses for turntables.
The play tester is also included. Turntables are available as an option.

Dimensions:

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift including power unit
Heavy duty retaining bolts
Slide plates
Play tester
Optional: turntables
Optional: Axle lifter (3 t / pneumatic)
Optional: Drive on ramps for on floor mounting
CE certificate
Oil not included – can be purchased separately
Car not included

Features & benefits:
•

Top quality with CE certificate

•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured according to ISO 9001
CE stop and warning signal when lowering
Hydraulic levelling system for the synchronization
Acoustic warning signal when lowering (Foot protection)
Automatic safety lock and release (Compressed air required)
Runways with drive on ramps and roll off protection

Tech Data:
Lifting capacity

5500 kg

Lifting height max.

1750 mm

Drive on height

In floor (0 mm)

Lifting time (approx.)

75/55 sec.

Power supply

400V / 3 Phases

Motor power

2,2 kW

Fusing

16A

Weight (approx.)

2760 kg

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo BA-SAL35DL
Alignment Scissor Lift BASAL35DL

Description and Technical data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lift weight: 3500kg
Runway length: 4500mm
Runway Width: 600mm
Within the runway Distance: 870mm
Lifting height: 1850mm
Secondary Lifting height: 500mm
Min height: 330mm
Power supply: 380V/220V
Raising time: 12sec
Motor Power: 2.2kw

Dimensions:
•
•
•
•

Machine size: 4500 x 2070 x 1850 (lift to max height)mm
Package Size: 4600 x 620 x 340mm 2pcs
560 x 420 x 1040mm 1pcs
610 x 320 x 420mm 1pcs

Standard Inclusions:
•

Platform 4.5m length - 2pcs

•
•

Control box - 1pcs
Accessory Box - 1pcs

Features & benefits:
•
•
•

Control box with self-diagnosis function to easily find the problem point
All electronic components can be bought from local hardware workshop
Control box voltage: 24V/DC not AC, safe for operation

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Jackaroo SSAL-S4023
Full Rise Alignment
Scissor Lift

Description:
• Jackaroo brand CE Certificated Full rise alignment scissor lift (turntable not included)
• Saving customer space, it is suitable for wheel alignment shop with floor space
shortage and for new users
Dimensions:

Optional:
•
•

Surface mount ramp
Chassis LED light

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

No automatic warning alert.
New type side slip ensures tyres are at their most natural state, and makes the
measurement more accurate
Rectangular tube steel for scissor arms, high-strength, security. Not easily
deformed.
With manual pump interface, the lift can be lowered safely in case of power outage
Suitable for wheel alignment, car pushing, body checking, and vehicle
maintenance.

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
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Jackaroo SSAL-J-55 Low
Profile Scissor Alignment
Lift 5.5t
Description:
• CE Certified, Low profile scissor alignment lift

• The overall design is suitable for wheel alignment, ROC and
body inspection, maintenance services.
Dimensions:

Optional:
•

Jacking beam is optional

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum height is only 305mm.
Max height of the main platform is 2160mm, sub-platform can be extended, suitable for
longer vehicles.
Equipped with chassis LED lighting, photocell leveling security sensor.
Punching design ramp, anti-slip effect.
Imported hydraulic seals.
Six cylinder series synchronous design, simultaneous higher precision, leveling made
easy.
Control system uses printing PCB and Siemens electrical parts, stable performance.
Air lock sliding plate.
Pneumatic side plate
Photocell leveling security sensor
Rubber pads for protection

Alignment 4 Post Lift
Jackaroo S4PL-S4019, 4
Post 4.0t Service Lift

Description:
•
•

Jackaroo four post 4.0t alignment lift with manual release
Suitable for four-wheel alignment measurements, body check, vehicle maintenance
service

Dimensions:

Optional:
•

Pneumatic jacking beam

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Rolling jacks and Side Slipping plate
5mm steel plate columns; 8mm steel plate beams, with one-piece shear bending
technology for stronger lifting capacity.
Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly easier.
Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
Wide security protections, the steel wire has a break-proof lock; wire rope has been
put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue safety tests. Provides better
protection for equipment usage.

• Long platform design, suitable for alignment service requests.
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Jackaroo S4PL-S5019B, 4Post Lift Electric Unlocking

Description:
•
•

CE Certificated 4 post lift electric unlocking
Suitable for alignment and car repairs.

Dimensions:

Optional:
•

Pneumatic jacking beam

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel rope safety lock pulley
Electrical box overall design use injection molding
Electrical box bottom with dedicated routes hole
Injection mold dust cover
Aluminium motor pump with good thermal performance, long usage life
5mm column steel plate; 8mm beam steel plate, with bending technology for
stronger lifting capacity.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Beams make routine maintenance and parts disassembly easier.
Specially designed ramp for anti-slip effect.
Wide security protections, the steel wire has a break-proof lock; wire rope has
been put through one thousand uninterrupted fatigue safety tests. Provides better
protection for equipment usage.
All oil hoses are hidden and protected under platform. Jacking beam system
comes with two control modes.
Equipped with electric rolling jack, quieter, faster lifting.
This lift design is suitable for alignment, and general car repairs.
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Waste Oil and Oil Dispenser
Jackaroo DWO-T350060
Drum Waste Oil Drainer

Dimensions:
•

44*11*90cm (trolley)

44*16*44cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•

A09060 trolley for 20-60kg containers
A10800 collection bowl with oversize funnel

• Anti-splash filter
Features& benefits:
•
•

Wheel-mounted waste oil drainers, ideal for use with jerry cans, drums and
containers of various sizes up to 60 kg.
Suitable for gravity draining of engine, gearbox and differential oil from all motor
vehicles placed on an auto lift or pit.
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Jackaroo DWO-T350220
Drum Waste Oil Drainer

Dimensions:
•

45*10*80cm (trolley)

44*16*44cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•

A09220 trolley for 180-220kg containers
A10800 collection bowl with oversize funnel
Anti-splash filter
A01042 drum clamp ring

Warranty and what it covers:
•

12-month warranty

Features & Benefits:
•

Wheel-mounted waste oil drainers, ideal for use with jerry cans, drums and
containers of various sizes up to 220 kg.

• Suitable for gravity draining of engine, gearbox and differential oil from all motor
vehicles placed on an auto lift or pit.

•

Caution: Do not use flammable or corrosive liquids

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
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Jackaroo DWO-T566090
Oil Drainers-Suction and
Collection 90L Tank

Dimensions:
•

45*10*80cm (trolley)

44*16*44cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•

A09220 trolley for 180-220kg containers
A10800 collection bowl with oversize funnel
Anti-splash filter
A01042 drum clamp ring

Features & Benefits:
•
•
•

Wheel-mounted waste oil drainers, ideal for use with jerry cans, drums and
containers of various sizes up to 220 kg.
Suitable for gravity draining of engine, gearbox and differential oil from all motor
vehicles placed on an auto lift or pit.
Caution: Do not use flammable or corrosive liquids.
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Jackaroo DWO- T5660115 Oil
Drainers-Suction and
Collection 115L Tank

Dimensions:
•

46*46*130cm (tank)

58*58*23cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Level gauge
Collection bowl with oversize funnel
Anti splash filter
Removable tool tray
Quick connector

Warranty and what it covers:
•
•

Suitable for gravity draining of engine, gearbox and differential oil from all motor
vehicles placed on an auto lift or pit.
The bowl 15 litres with height-adjustable central support is mounted on a swivel joint
that facilitates positioning.
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Jackaroo DWO-T626090
Pneumatic Oil Drainer with
90L

Dimensions:
•

46*46*96cm (tank)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Air inlet pressure regulator
Level gauge
Removable tool tray
Quick connector
Set of probes 6pcs

Features & Benefits:
•

•

Ideal for quick engine oil change of any motor vehicles. Suitable for sucking more
than 8 litres from trucks, tractors and heavy vehicles. The old oil is sucked from the
engine by means of the probes supplied.
After depressurisation the drainer works independently without requiring continuous
connection to the compressed air system.
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Jackaroo DWO-T6260115
Pneumatic Oil Drainer with
115L Tank

Dimensions:
•

46*46*130cm (tank)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Air inlet pressure regulator
Level gauge
Removable tool tray
Quick connector
Set of probes 6pcs

Features & Benefits:
•

•

Ideal for quick engine oil change of any motor vehicles. Suitable for sucking more
than 8 litres from trucks, tractors and heavy vehicles. The old oil is sucked from the
engine by means of the probes supplied.
After depressurisation the drainer works independently without requiring
continuous connection to the compressed air system.
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Jackaroo DWO-T647090
Air-Operated Suction
Drainer with 90L Tank

Dimensions:

• 46*46*96cm (tank) 58*58*23cm (funnel)
Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air inlet pressure regulator
Level gauge
Collection bowl with oversize funnel
Anti splash filter
Removable tool tray
Quick connector
Set of probes 6pcs
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Jackaroo DWO-T6470115
Air-operated suction drainer
with 115L Tank

Dimensions:
•

46*46*130cm (tank)

58*58*23cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air inlet pressure regulator
Level gauge
Collection bowl with oversize funnel
Anti splash filter
Removable tool tray
Quick connector
Set of probes 6pcs

Features & Benefits:
•

•

Ideal for quick engine oil change of any motor vehicle. The old oil is drained by
gravity, through the bowl 15 litres mounted on the side support and height adjustable,
and by suction with the probes supplied.
After depressurisation the drainer works independently without requiring continuous
connection to the compressed air system.
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Jackaroo DWO-T563390
Oil drainer with airoperated pump 90L Tank

Dimensions:
•

46*46*96cm (tank)

58*58*23cm (funnel)

Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•
•

Pump with vacuum gauge P326011
Set of probes 6pcs
2m suction hose
2m draining hose
Collection bowl with oversize funnel

Features & Benefits:
•

Mobile suction units are suitable for gravity draining of engine, gearbox and
differential oil. Used for pneumatic suction of waster oil from engines directly through
the dipstick hole.
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Tools and Workshop
Storage
Tool Trolley with 7 Drawers
TW07L
Description:
•
•

Tool trolley with 7 drawers
The perfect equipment for your workplace.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 adjustable drawers
Large wheels with turning and rolling stop
100 % extension drawers
Colour blue powder coating
Edge protection for all sides
Central lock
3 keys
High load-bearing capacity
High stability
(B) 76 cm incl. handle (T) 47 cm (H) 97 cm
Internal dimensions: B 53.5 cm x T 39.5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
Shipping weight approx. 83 Kg
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Tool Trolley With 14
Drawers TW 014L
Description:
•

Tool trolley with 14 drawers.

• The perfect equipment for your workplace.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14 adjustable drawers
Large wheels with turning and rolling stop
100 % extension drawers
Colour blue powder coating
Edge protection for all sides
Central lock
3 keys
High load-bearing capacity
High stability
(B) 115 cm incl. handle (T) 57 cm (H) 100 cm
Internal dimensions: B 53.5 cm x T 39.5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
Internal dimensions right: B 26.5 cm x T 39.5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
• Shipping weight approx. 137 Kg
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Filled Tool Trolley With 7
Drawers TW07G
Description:
•

7 drawer tool trolley - including 4 drawers filled with
tools e.g. socket set in ¼ , ½ and 3/8 inch, wrench set
in 3 dimensions of 6 mm - 32 mm, set of Allen keys
and Torx T 8 - T 70 with drilling, a set of screwdrivers,
assortment of pliers, hammer and many more.

• The perfect equipment for your workplace.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 adjustable drawers
4 equipped drawers
Large wheels with turning and rolling stop
100 % extension drawers
Colour blue powder coating
Edge protection for all sides
Central lock
3 keys
High load-bearing capacity
High stability
(B) 76 cm incl. handle (T) 47 cm (H) 97 cm
Internal dimensions: B 53,5 cm x T 39,5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
Shipping weight approx. 83 Kg

Filled Tool Trolley With 14
Drawers - TW 014G
Description:
•

•

Tool trolley with 14 drawers - including 4 drawers
filled with tools e.g. socket set in ¼ , ½ and 3/8 inch,
wrench set in 3 dimensions of 6 mm - 32 mm, wet of
Allen keys and Torx T 8 - T 70 with drilling, a set of
screwdrivers, assortment of pliers, hammer and many
more.
The perfect equipment for your workplace.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14 adjustable drawers
4 equipped drawers
Large wheels with turning and rolling stop
100 % extension drawers
Colour blue powder coating
Edge protection for all sides
Central lock
3 keys
High load-bearing capacity
High stability
(B) 115 cm incl. handle (T) 57 cm (H) 100 cm
Internal dimensions: B 53.5 cm x T 39.5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
Internal dimensions right: B 26.5 cm x T 39.5 cm x H 6 / 14 / 20 cm
Shipping weight approx. 137 Kg

Prof Workshop Tool Cabinet
TW WB028
Description:
•

•
•

The TW WB028 is a professional and very resistant
cabinet-system for your workshop, which includes a total
of 28 different shelves, storage compartments and drawers.
The separate parts like the Cabinet (hinges have a cushioning effect to enable a
smooth opening and closing) and both upper and lower cabinets are lockable.
Behind the 40mm thick impregnated wooden work top is a perforation panel rack for
tool storage.

• Another perforation panel rack is located at the upper area in the cabinet. The
cabinet-system has a mobile tool box with extra shelf and storage space.
Dimensions:

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern design with the well-known Twin Busch Quality
High cabinet with four storage compartments and a perforation tool panel rack
Two lockable high cabinets with separate compartments
Two lockable high cabinets with extra storage space
Robust, 40mm thick penetrated wooden work top with a working area of 2000 x 600
mm.
High-quality powder coating

•
•
•
•

Mobile tool box with multiple shelf space, hand grips and 360° castor wheels
Perforation panel tool rack behind work space and upper part of the high cabinet
High-adjustable feet for uneven floors
Measurements: 290cm (B) x 203cm (H without feet) x 60cm (T)

Discover more about the Pro Workshop Gear automotive workshop
equipment range today.
Pro Workshop Gear understand deciding on a service who can supply you with the complete
range of automotive workshop service and diagnostic equipment is not a decision you want to
take lightly.
If you’re after a proven way to beat the high cost of quality hoists, lifts and all your automotive
workshop equipment in the one full service for wholesale prices without sacrificing quality or
performance, please contact us ASAP so you do not miss out.

For further information and exact pricing on our Workshop Gear, please
contact us on 1300 082 002 or alternatively email us at
sales@proworkshopgear.com.au

Other equipment
Jackaroo DPW-T806065
Washing tank

Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Easy moving of tank without risk of liquid spilling out
No evaporation of liquid during idle periods
Easy recovery of old liquid
Decanting of the product inside the tank for always having clean liquid

Dimensions:
•

46*46*96cm(tank)

58*58*23cm (funnel)

Features & Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

The low-pressure pneumatic system enables:
Continuous liquid detergent flow with brush for thorough washing
Washing by dipping, with the parts dipped in the liquid detergent in the tank
Important: Do not use corrosive liquids with flashpoint below 55 degree, which can
give off toxic and harmful fumes.
Use specific chemical products for washing mechanical parts, according to the
instructions supplied by the manufacturer.
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Jackaroo DDD-K55112 Suction
Drainer-Dispensers With Trolley

Dimensions:

• 12.5*12.5*70cm (pump) 65*10*80cm (trolley)
Standard Inclusions:
•
•
•
•

2m suction hose
Pump with vacuum gauge P326011
Trolley A09220
Set of probes 6pcs

Features & Benefits:
•

Enabled draining by means of the probes supplied, and delivery of the previously
sucked liquid, for any vehicle or machine.

• Air pump equipped with special VITON seals, particularly suitable for sucking and
delivering fluids such as various oils, old oil, antifreeze liquid and diesel oil
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Pro Workshop Gear Terms and
conditions
Our epic 1, 2, 3-warranty service for your peace of mind includes
3 codes of Warranty service

Code 1: 2-year standard warranty on all products that are distributed by PWG Pty Ltd
or Authorised dealer unless labelled otherwise on packaging and invoiced by
the minimum Australian consumers warranty standards. Terms and conditions
will be applied.
Code 2: 5-year warranty can be offered to customers who are willing to purchase extra
warranty for peace of mind. Terms and conditions will be applied.
Code 3: Epic 10-year warranty can be provided to customers who willing to have
maintenance contract with PWG or authorised dealer. Terms and conditions
will be applied
We accept return or exchange within 24 hours from delivery time, the customer is
responsible for any damages to packaging or any sign of use and scratches due
to use, installation or delivery. purchasers are responsible for return fees and
charges. 10% restocking fee may be applied.
Note: all warranty codes cover products sold directly by PWG or Authorized PWG
dealers in across Australia and New Zealand. Terms and conditions will be
applied to all warranty codes. Before Purchase, please refer to our website for
full terms and conditions on all Warranty codes www.proworkshopgear.com.au

Bottom of the customer signature
I have read and agreed to PWG Warranty Code term and conditions

Warranty Policy
Pro Workshop Gear (PWG) Pty Ltd products including the brands Jackaroo and Twin
Busch Germany are each manufactured and distributed for a particular
purpose. Products that have been abused, misused, have normal wear and tear,
have been used for other reasons than for its purpose or have not been
maintained appropriately will not be covered under PWG Pty Ltd warranties.
If a product/product part(s) is replaced or repaired under warranty, it stays
under warranty only for the remaining balance of the warranty period.
The PWG Pty Ltd 3 Epic Warranties are subject to exclusions listed below:
To qualify for PWG Pty Ltd products warranties;
a) The product must be purchased directly from PWG Pty Ltd or Authorised dealer
in Australia and New Zealand
b)

The warranty is not transferable from the original purchaser unless approved by
PWG Pty Ltd

c) The customer must have Proof of purchase, including the product part number
where applicable.
d) None of the products sold by PWG Pty Ltd are to be used in the marine industry
unless specified otherwise
The PWG Pty Ltd warranty does not apply to the following:
a)
Products including but not limited to fittings, chucks, grinding wheels, tyres,
nozzles, vacuum bags, globes, drill bits, LED’s, springs, batteries or any other
related accessories considered consumable parts,
b)

Parts that are serviceable such as but not limited to filters, belts, globes, some
particular batteries, air and hydraulic fittings and couplings, fluids, springs or
any other such parts.

c)

Normal wear and tear and movable parts such as wheels, tyres, tubes, sleeves
etc.

d)

Faults or other defects occurring from normal wear and tear, including parts
or components of products
If a Product color has been faded due to direct or indirect sunlight

e)

PWG Pty Ltd warranties do not apply to any damage caused from the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Abuse, accident, misuse, alterations, lack of care and maintenance
Used for a purpose other than what it designed for
The service and maintenance guidelines/requirements have been disregarded
The instructions stated in the owner’s manual booklet has been neglected
Replacement/ use of non-genuine PWG Brands Pty Ltd spare parts and
accessories other than those approved by PWG Brands Pty Ltd.

f)
g)
h)
i)

Water damage, Improper installation and storage
Operating a product on a power supply voltage different from what is specified
on the product
The product has been altered without authorization, disassembled or tampered
with
The product has been serviced by persons that are unauthorized by PWG Pty
Ltd

Claim Process:
In the event of a product failure, that is still covered in the warranty period or
maintenance contract, customer must inform PWG or Authorised dealer
immediately in order to avoid the faulty part/product creating more damage.
To claim warranty, parts/product must be inspected by PWG or Authorised Dealer,
the purchaser is responsible for presenting PWG Pty Ltd with proof of
purchase. The purchaser is responsible for all the charges related to the
delivery and re-delivery of the part(s)/product(s). Damage whilst in transit is
not covered by PWG Pty Ltd warranties and the purchaser is responsible for
and should pack item(s) securely and remove any liquids before sending it.
Consumer Guarantees
We accept return or exchange within 24 hours from delivery time. Under the
Australian Consumer Law, if a product has a major fault, the customer is
entitled to a full refund or replacement of the product. The customer is
responsible for any damages to packaging or any sign of use and scratches due
to use, installation or delivery. Customers are responsible for return fees and
charges. 10% restocking fee may be applied.

